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resumo 
 

 

A Radioterapia é uma modalidade terapêutica multidisciplinar de elevada com-
plexidade e exatidão que utiliza, de forma controlada, radiação ionizante para 
eliminar as células tumorais poupando o máximo possível os tecidos normais. O 
doente é tratado ao longo de várias sessões de acordo com um plano de trata-
mento personalizado otimizado, a priori, por um planeador num sistema de pla-
neamento. As novas técnicas de planeamento, como o planeamento inverso 
com campos estáticos ou com arcos volumétricos, requerem a utilização de al-
goritmos de otimização de dose que, de forma iterativa, permitem ao planeador 
encontrar uma ou mais soluções que satisfaçam o melhor possível a prescrição 
de dose e cumpram os limites de dose de tolerância definidos para os órgãos 
de risco. A automatização do processo de planeamento utilizando algoritmos de 
otimização multicritério permite que todos os doentes tenham planos de trata-
mento com qualidade equivalente e reduzir drasticamente a dependência do 
processo de otimização da destreza do planeador. A qualidade das distribuições 
de dose pode ainda ser melhorada se durante a otimização da intensidade dos 
feixes de radiação forem incorporados algoritmos de otimização das direções e 
trajetórias dos feixes de tratamento. Este trabalho tem como principais propósi-
tos contribuir para o processo de automatização do planeamento em 
Radioterapia através do desenvolvimento de novas ferramentas para avaliação 
de planos e de novos algoritmos de otimização de direções e trajetórias dos 
feixes de tratamento. Neste sentido foi desenvolvida uma ferramenta gráfica de 
avaliação e comparação de planos de apoio à decisão do radioncologista 
designada SPIDERplan. Para além da informação dosimétrica do plano, esta 
ferramenta incorpora na sua metodologia as preferências clínicas dos radionco-
logistas e permite avaliar e comparar de forma independente planos otimizados 
com diferentes algoritmos, diferentes técnicas ou provenientes de diferentes sis-
temas de planeamento. A SPIDERplan foi validada clinicamente para os carcino-
mas de nasofaringe por três médicos radioncologistas dos três institutos portu-
gueses de oncologia de Lisboa, Porto e Coimbra. Os resultados obtidos prova-
ram que a avaliação dos planos por esta realizada é comparável à avaliação 
clínica dos médicos pelo que a sua utilização foi alargada a outros estudos e 
patologias. Assim, a SPIDERplan foi utilizada na comparação de dois algoritmos 
de otimização angular baseados na otimização de fluências para geometrias co-
planares e não-coplanares num sistema de otimização multicritério. A investiga-
ção das possíveis vantagens da otimização angular foi alargada aos tumores de 
sistema nervoso central, mais concretamente aos meningiomas. Neste caso, 
para além da avaliação da qualidade dos planos, a SPIDERplan foi também uti-
lizada para guiar o algoritmo de otimização angular para geometrias não-copla-
nares. Ainda no estudo dos meningiomas foi proposto um novo algoritmo de 
otimização de trajetórias de feixes em arco baseado no conceito de pontos de 
ancoragem, cuja otimização foi também guiada pela SPIDERplan. Quer para o 
estudo da nasofaringe quer para os meningiomas, a SPIDERplan foi usada para 
avaliar a qualidade dos planos gerados de um ponto de vista global, avaliando 
a qualidade média de todos os casos. Em casos chave foi usada, mais especi-
ficamente, para evidenciar as vantagens que podem advir para a otimização dos 
planeamentos em Radioterapia com os algoritmos de otimização de direções e 
trajetórias dos feixes de radiação. 
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abstract 
 

Radiation therapy makes use of ionization radiation to eliminate in a controlled 
way tumours cells sparing as much as possible the normal tissues. The 
treatment is delivered to the patient during several sessions according to a 
personalized plan optimized a priori by a planner in a treatment plan system. The 
most advanced planning techniques, such as inverse planning optimization of 
static beams or volumetric arcs, require the use of dose optimization algorithms, 
that allow the planner to find one or more solutions that satisfies as much as 
possible the prescription dose for the target and the tolerance dose criteria for 
the normal tissues. Treatment plan automation based on multicriteria 
optimization algorithms generates treatment planning solutions with equivalent 
dose distribution quality and reduced the interaction from the planner. The quality 
of the dose distribution can even be substantially enhanced when beam angle 
optimization and arc trajectory optimization algorithms are incorporated in plan 
optimization. The main purpose of this work is to contribute to the treatment 
planning automation process by developing new plan assessment tools and use 
them for testing new directions/trajectory optimization algorithms. To support 
clinical decision-making, a graphical method incorporating the clinical aims of the 
radiation oncologist was developed to evaluate and compare treatment plans 
independently from the algorithm, the treatment technique or the treatment 
planning system used. This plan quality assessment tool, named SPIDERplan, 
was clinically validated for the nasopharynx pathology by three radiation 
oncologists from the three Portuguese Oncology Institutes in Lisbon, Porto and 
Coimbra. The performance of SPIDERplan proved to be comparable with the 
radiation oncologists’ evaluations. Its configuration and resulting scoring were 
discussed enabling its generalized application. SPIDERplan was then 
extensively used. Firstly, for nasopharynx tumour cases, in the comparison of 
two-fluence based beam angle optimization algorithms for coplanar and non-
coplanar geometries in a multicriterial optimization framework. The direction 
optimization topic was afterwards extended to intracranial tumours, namely to 
meningioma cases. SPIDERplan was used, this time, not just to assess plans 
quality but also to guide the non-coplanar beam angle optimization algorithm. 
Furthermore, a new arc trajectory optimization algorithm based in the anchor 
point concept was proposed, driven again by SPIDERplan. In both nasopharynx 
and meningioma pathologies, SPIDERplan was used to assess the plans quality, 
averaged over the used patient samples. In addition, its application to specific-
patient situations enabled to evidence the advantages of the optimization of 
direction/trajectory in a very impressive way. 
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1.1. An overview of cancer care and radiation therapy 

Cancer encompasses the group of diseases characterized by the uncontrolled growth and 

division of abnormal cells that may have the ability to infiltrate adjacent tissues and/or to spread 

throughout the body. According to the World Health Organization, cancer is the second leading cause 

of death in the world after cardiovascular diseases.1 In 2018, 18.1 million new cases and 9.6 million 

cancer deaths were registered worldwide. In 2030, 24.1 million new cases and 13 million deaths are 

expected.2 The disease burden is higher in the low and middle-income countries where around 70% 

of the deaths caused by cancer were reported.1 In Europe, cancer is responsible for 24% of the 

mortality with 4.2 million new cases and 1.9 million deaths in 2018.2 The most common cancers are 

lung, female breast and colorectal, and they are responsible by one-third of the cancer incidence and 

mortality.1 Cancer treatment involves a multidisciplinary approach, where surgery, radiation therapy 

and systemic therapy (e.g. chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, immunotherapy and target therapy) 

come as the possible treatment modalities. 

Radiation therapy is a fundamental component of comprehensive cancer care management 

programs. Used alone or in combination with other treatment modalities, it provides high local and 

local-regional tumour control and plays a crucial role in palliative treatments. Comprehensive 

epidemiological evidence-based studies have estimated that around 50% of the new cancer cases 

and 25% of the retreatments do receive, in any given moment of the course of the treatment, radiation 

therapy either for cure or palliation.3-5 For cured patients, i.e. patients surviving 5 years after the 

diagnosis, it is estimated that approximately 40% were treated with radiation therapy.6 

Recent reports indicate that radiation therapy has been used in a suboptimal way.5,7 In Europe, 

a large and heterogeneous gap between the actual daily applied radiation therapy and its optimal 

utilization was verified. On average only 71% of the patients with indication for radiation therapy got 

access to this treatment.5 Worldwide the situation is even more dramatic. In low-middle income 

countries, 50% of the patients do not have access to radiation therapy and in low-income countries 

this number increases to 90%.7 The need of radiation therapy should be definitely placed in the 

national health policy agenda. Issues such as improved referral patterns and reimbursement policies, 

better accessibilities to radiation therapy facilities, new and improved patient’s accommodations and 

increase in the investment funds to install new equipment and set up new facilities should be covered. 

For the low- and middle-income countries, beyond the sustainable investment in infrastructures and 

equipment, the cancer care and control programs should also include the recruitment and training of 

highly specialised multi-professional staff and the necessary efforts to retain a suitable health 

workforce.7,8 

The development of new radiation therapy platforms using digital data and cloud-based data 

management, such as automated treatment planning and quality control, teledosimetry or peer 

review support, can play a crucial role in the shortening of the technological gap in the medium term.8 

1.2. Radiation therapy framework 

Radiation therapy makes use of ionizing radiation to eliminate tumour cells in a controlled way, 

minimizing as much as possible normal tissue damage. The ionizing radiation will impart its energy, 

directly or indirectly, to the volume of irradiated tissue inducing DNA damages, e.g. deletions or 

replacements of the basis and/or breaks in the chain that will originate cell death when repair 

processes are not effective. 

There are two types of radiation therapy: external beam radiation therapy, where the source 

of radiation is located outside the patient, and brachytherapy, where the source of radiation is 
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implanted inside or placed as close as possible to the tumour. The latter is beyond the scope of this 

work. 

In external beam radiation therapy, the radiation beam is usually generated by a linear 

accelerator mounted on a gantry that rotates around the patient that is immobilized on a movable 

couch. Several treatment techniques can be used for treatment delivery. The most common in clinical 

routine are: 3D conformal radiotherapy (3DCRT), intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), 

volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and helical IMRT. For 3DCRT treatments, uniform beams 

geometrically shaped by a multi-leaf collimator (MLC) irradiating from multiple directions are used. If 

static or dynamic beams with non-uniform intensities are used instead, the treatment delivery 

technique is named IMRT. For VMAT, non-uniform intensity modulated fields are delivered while the 

gantry rotates around the patient. Recently, technological improvements in linear accelerators 

enabled the simultaneous rotation of the couch and of the gantry during irradiation.9,10 In helical 

IMRT, performed in a dedicated treatment unit named Tomotherapy, non-uniform modulated beams 

produced by a linear accelerator mounted in O-arm gantry rotates with constant velocity around the 

patient, while the couch continuously moves inwards.  

Depending on the tumour type and on the delivery technique, a standard fraction dose, of 1.8 

or 2 Gy, is administered to the patient on a daily basis during five to seven weeks. For 

hypofractionated treatments, higher doses per fraction (>2 Gy) are prescribed and the treatment is 

delivered in a single fraction, daily or in alternated days during one or two weeks. 

External beam radiation therapy, hereafter designated just by radiation therapy, is a complex 

and patient individualized process that involves a dedicated multidisciplinary team performing a set 

of related steps, Figure 1.1. The radiation therapy treatment process starts, after the therapeutic 

decision has been taken (preferably by a multidisciplinary board), with a clinical evaluation of the 

patient by the radiation oncologist in the first radiation therapy medical appointment. Next, the 

immobilisation of the patient is defined along with any necessary accessories. A computerized 

tomography (CT) scan with the patient in the treatment position is performed and the structures of 

interest, planning target volume (PTV) and organs-at-risk (OAR), are delineated on the acquired 

Figure 1.1 - Radiation therapy treatment phases implemented in Portuguese Oncology Institute of 
Coimbra. 
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images. Other image sets of interest, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or positron 

emission tomography (PET) images, can also be acquired and fused with the reference planning CT 

images to enhance the accuracy of structures delineation. A treatment plan, based on the structures 

outlined and on the dose prescription to the PTV and on the tolerance dose criteria to the OARs, is 

then created using a treatment planning system (TPS). To guarantee that the generated treatment 

plan will be delivered to the patient as planned, pre-treatment patient quality assurance is usually 

done. Each treatment session/fraction intends to deliver to the patient the approved treatment plan. 

Before each fraction, portal or cone-beam CT images are acquired and compared with the reference 

CT images. This procedure, called image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) will detect and desirably 

correct any deviations from the planned setup. Deviations may occur due to wrong patient positioning 

on the couch and/or to anatomical changes (e.g. different bladder filling). During and after the course 

of radiation therapy, follow-up appointments with the radiation oncologist team evaluate the patient’s 

condition, the evolution and the outcome of the treatment. 

1.3. Treatment planning 

In the treatment planning phase, a plan able to accomplish the delivery of the prescribed dose 

to the PTV keeping the dose in the OARs at least below the tolerance doses is sought by the planner. 

The plan and the corresponding dose distribution optimization are performed in a commercial TPS 

using either a forward or an inverse planning approach. In forward planning, used in 3DCRT 

treatments, the number of beams, the beam angle orientations (gantry, couch and collimator angles), 

MLC shapes, the beam modifiers (dynamic or physical wedges) and the weight of each beam must 

be manually defined by the planner prior to the dose distribution calculation. Uniform or uni-

directionally modulated (when modified by wedges) fields are generated. If the plan does not meet 

the expectations or does not accomplish the radiation oncologist prescription, a manual tune of the 

plan parameters is iteratively done in a trial and error process until an acceptable solution is found. 

In inverse planning optimization, non-uniform intensity fields are used to generate highly conformal 

dose distributions to the target volume. The planner starts by specifying the number of beams and 

corresponding orientations, in the case of static or dynamic IMRT treatments, or the number of arcs 

and the corresponding amplitude and trajectory for VMAT treatments. The plan objectives are 

described by weighted descriptors that are incorporated in a single objective function that will guide 

the optimization of the beam intensities by scoring the goodness of the plan.11 An iterative manual 

adjustment of plan parameters (e.g. objectives weights, number of beams or arcs, beams or arc 

directions, number of segments) may be required to reach an acceptable plan. The final plan solution 

will be dependent of the planner skills and experience and of the case complexity. A common 

problem of this iterative process is that due to the interdependencies that exist among the adjustable 

parameters, the impact on the dose distribution of changing one parameter is often unpredictable. 

Furthermore, the objective function value has only a mathematical meaning that cannot be linked 

with the clinical outcome. As a result, it is not possible to guarantee that the plan selected to be 

approved by the radiation oncologist is the optimal solution. 

More recently, multicriteria optimization methods, requiring much less manual planner 

interaction, have been proposed.12-15 Instead of a single objective function, usually applied in the 

standard inverse planning approach, multiple objectives are simultaneously minimized (or 

maximized). The planner, who is named decision-maker in the multicriteria context, can select a 

posteriori the desired solution from a set of Pareto-optimal treatment plans or a priori establishing 

constraints and objectives that have to be met in order to generate a single Pareto-optimal solution. 

At the end of the optimization, the planner submits its proposals to the appraisal of the radiation 

oncologist. In most of the TPSs, the assessment of the quality of the dose distribution is made by 

visually inspecting the isodose lines displayed on the CT slices seeking for hot spots, PTV coverage, 

dose gradients, and low dose dispersion in the OARs and in the normal tissues. Clinical plan 
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assessment is completed by the evaluation of the dose-volume histograms (DVH) and the 

corresponding dose statistics. If this individual analysis fulfils the dose prescription to the PTV and 

the tolerance dose criteria of the OARs the plan is approved. 

When several good plans are presented by the planner to the radiation oncologist, there is an 

inherent subjectivity in the choice of the treatment plan. Even if one of them is optimal from the 

mathematical point of view, clinically it is impossible to predict which is the best plan for each patient. 

This topic would lead to considerations that are out of the scope of this thesis, as for instance, the 

individual patient radiosensivity or other patient specificities. Anyway, the radiation oncologist 

decision-making is driven by a group of technical, social and personal factors that will influence plan 

selection.16 Due to the large number of dosimetric parameters to be evaluated, the traditional plan 

assessment tools described above, do not allow an efficient, objective and consistent plan 

evaluation. Thus, the decision-making process is often characterized by some intra- and inter- 

variability among radiation oncologists. 

1.4. Scope and driving line of the thesis 

Treatment planning is a highly demanding patient-specific procedure in which the quality of 

the generated plan solution is very dependent of the case complexity (e.g. shape and size of the 

tumour, critical structures proximity, prescription dose, etc.), the TPS features/algorithms and of the 

skills and experience of the planner. To reduce the variability of the output solutions, it is needed to 

grant higher consistency and quality to the planning process.17,18 Benefiting from important hardware 

developments and enhancements on parallel computation methods, automated treatment planning 

approaches, with little or no intervention from the planner, have been progressively implemented 

within commercial systems.17 The generalization of these options in the clinical routine will allow the 

generation of treatment plan solutions with equivalent quality with increasing benefits in terms of 

efficiency and accuracy of the treatment planning process.17,18 Moreover, the time window necessary 

to generate a plan solution will be compatible with image-guided four-dimensional adaptive radiation 

therapy, which pave the way to an even more personalized radiation therapy daily treatment. 

Most of the treatment planning automation efforts of the last years have been focused on plan 

optimization. Automated optimization algorithms able to provide optimal solutions, from the 

mathematical point of view and also deliverable, have been actively investigated.22,23 The plan 

optimization problem can be decoupled in two main problems: the choice of the best irradiation 

directions, through static or arc beams - the beam angle optimization (BAO) problem - and the 

determination of best shape and intensity of the irradiation beams - the fluence map optimization 

(FMO) problem. In addition to optimize the plan, also the quality assessment and the selection of the 

best plan have to be considered. 

Over the last years, the BAO and the FMO problems have had different developments and 

implementations in the clinical routine. The BAO problem is a highly non-convex multi-modal 

optimization problem in a large search space with many local minima which cannot be solved exactly. 

Heuristics methods, sparse optimization and local search procedures considering discrete or 

continuous search spaces in combination with FMO algorithms have been used to address the BAO 

problem.19-21 An appropriate selection of the irradiation directions can lead to important plan quality 

improvements.22,23 However, BAO is complex, time-consuming and often presents non-intuitive 

solutions, which has prevented its full integration in most TPSs. Furthermore, for VMAT plans, 

fluence-based BAO solutions for non-coplanar irradiation geometries with simultaneous gantry and 

couch movements are under intensive investigation and are seldom available. The FMO topic has 

been object of important developments. Automated planning solutions based on knowledge-based 

planning, protocol based automatic iterative optimization, multicriteria optimization and more recently 

on deep learning methods for dose prediction are already available in commercial treatment planning 

systems.24,25 The first clinical application studies showed a higher harmonization degree of plan 
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quality intra- and inter-centres and an increased efficiency in the radiation therapy planning process. 

Nevertheless, further investigations are needed to understand the real impact of these solutions in 

the radiation therapy departments’ organization and in the patient’s treatment outcome. 

This research work had as primary objectives to support the clinical implementation of 

automated plan optimization methods and the development of treatment plan quality evaluation tools 

to assist the radiation oncologist decision-making. Thus, during this investigation the following topics 

were addressed: 

- development of a new tool for plan quality assessment; 

- quantification of the plan quality gains obtained by applying BAO optimization in head-and-

neck and central nervous system pathologies; 

- development of a new optimization approach for the arc trajectory optimization problem. 

 

To assess the impact of automated treatment plan optimization in the quality of the planned 

dose distributions, the treatment planning system Erasmus-iCycle, an a priori multicriterial 

optimization IMRT engine developed by Breedveld et al.15 in Erasmus MC was used. Based on a 

wish-list, containing the user-defined constraints and prioritized objectives, this system uses a 

constraint-based method, 2pεc, to automatically generate a single Pareto-optimal IMRT plan solution 

from a pre-selected beam angle ensemble. An iterative combinatorial BAO algorithm is integrated in 

Erasmus-iCycle FMO framework. 

The first task of this work consisted in the customization and validation of a wish-list adapted 

to the clinical criteria used for head-and-neck IMRT plan optimization at Portuguese Oncology 

Institute of Coimbra using five representative nasopharynx cancer patients. This wish-list template 

was applied in the comparison of two BAO algorithms. The iterative BAO algorithm embedded in 

Erasmus-iCycle and a local search BAO method developed by Rocha et al.20 were used 

retrospectively in 40 nasopharynx cancer (NPC) cases, already treated, to determine the best 

incidence of 5, 7 and 9 beams plan sets with coplanar and non-coplanar geometries. NPC cases 

were selected for this study due to their high complexity in radiation therapy planning (high 

prescription dose, proximity of critical structures, and extension of the radiation field). All structures 

used by the radiation oncologist in the clinical routine for plan approval were considered. This BAO 

run phase generated 3640 beams incidences in 520 plans with an average of 27 structures for each 

patient. To handle the comparison of around 14040 dosimetric parameters, a graphical evaluation 

method named SPIDERplan was developed. This tool was designed to support the radiation 

oncologist decision-making in plan approval by incorporating his/her clinical preferences in plan 

assessment. A scoring approach considering the targets coverage and the OARs sparing was 

incorporated into a graphical display allowing the simultaneous comparison and evaluation of 

multiple treatment plans. 

SPIDERplan is presented in chapter 2 using a clinical nasal cavity test case. The proposal of 

this tool included its validation through a combinatorial search approach to incorporate the radiation 

oncologist clinical preferences in the plan assessment process. 

To firmly support its clinical use, an extensive clinical validation of SPIDERplan performance 

was carried out for the NPC pathology (chapter 3). Three radiation oncologists belonging to the three 

hospitals of the Portuguese Oncology Institute group were invited to assess and compare a sample 

of twenty randomly selected NPC cases. Their choices and clinical preferences were embedded into 

SPIDERplan configuration using a mixed linear programming model. The performance of 

SPIDERplan evaluation was compared with radiation oncologist clinical evaluations. Moreover, the 

influence of the clinical preferences in SPIDERplan assessment and the significance of the difference 

between plan scores were discussed. 

The dosimetric performance of the two previously referred BAO algorithms was compared 

using the SPIDERplan analysis. From this process, two outputs were delivered: a global comparison 

of the average quality of the plans generated by each of the two BAO algorithms (chapter 4) and a 
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specific-patient analysis where the advantages of using BAO in the coplanar and non-coplanar 

scenarios were highlighted (chapter 5). 

The roadmap of BAO drove the research towards intracranial tumours (chapter 6). In the 

clinical routine, plan optimization for intracranial usually requires non-coplanar beams manually 

optimized by the planner to achieve high levels of PTV coverage and conformity and OARs sparing.26 

To test the potential advantages of beam angle optimization in such cases, non-coplanar BAO was 

performed for ten meningioma cases using a parallel multistart optimization framework and again 

iCycle-Erasmus to generate IMRT plans.27 Due to the increasing importance of VMAT in radiation 

therapy, an arc trajectory optimization (ATO) algorithm based on the parallel multistart optimization 

framework was proposed. ATO relies on the recent possibility of simultaneous movement of the 

gantry and the couch, during irradiation. Expanding its usefulness, SPIDERplan score was here also 

used as the objective function in the optimization phase to guide the optimization of the irradiation 

directions. Non-coplanar trajectory optimization for the intracranial tumours was complemented in 

appendix 1 with a comparison study of the arc trajectories generated by algorithms based on iterative 

BAO and local search methods guided by SPIDERplan and implemented in multistart optimization 

frameworks. 

 

The chapters described above correspond to submitted or published papers with the following 

references: 

 

- Chapter 2  SPIDERplan: a tool to support decision-making in radiation therapy treatment 

plan assessment, published in Rep Pract Oncol Radiother, 2016;21(6):508-

516. 

 

- Chapter 3  Clinical validation of a graphical method for radiation therapy plan quality 

assessment, submitted to Radiation Oncology in November 2019. 

 

- Chapter 4  Comparison of two beam angular optimization algorithms guided by 

automated multicriterial IMRT, published in Phys Medica, 2019;64:210-221. 

 

- Chapter 5  Advantage of beam angle optimization in head-and-neck IMRT: patient 

specific analysis, published in IFMBE Proceedings, 2020:76:1256-1263. 

 

- Chapter 6 Non-coplanar optimization of static beams and arc trajectories for intensity-

modulated treatments of meningioma cases, submitted to Physica Medica in 

October 2019. 

 

- Appendix 1 Evaluation of two arc trajectory optimization algorithms for intracranial 

tumours VMAT planning, submitted to ESTRO 2020. 
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Abstract 

Background: Optimized plans from modern radiotherapy are not easy to evaluate and compare 

because of their inherent multicriterial nature. The clinical decision on the best treatment plan is 

mostly based on subjective options. 

Aim: In this work, a graphical method for radiotherapy treatment plan assessment and comparison, 

named SPIDERplan, is proposed. It aims to support plan approval allowing independent and 

consistent comparisons of different treatment techniques, algorithms or treatment planning systems. 

Materials and Methods: SPIDERplan combines a graphical analysis with a scoring index. 

Customized radar plots based on the categorization of structures into groups and on the 

determination of individual structures scores are generated. To each group and structure an angular 

amplitude is assigned expressing the clinical importance defined by the radiation oncologist. 

Completing the graphical evaluation, a global plan score, based on the structures score and their 

clinical weights, is determined. After a necessary clinical validation of the group weights, SPIDERplan 

efficacy, to compare and rank different plans, was tested through a planning exercise where plans 

have been generated for a nasal cavity case using different treatment planning systems. 

Results: SPIDERplan method was applied to the dose metrics achieved by the nasal cavity test 

plans. The generated diagrams and scores successfully ranked the plans according to the prescribed 

dose objectives and constraints and the radiation oncologist priorities, after a necessary clinical 

validation process. 

Conclusion: SPIDERplan enables a fast and consistent evaluation of plan quality considering all 

targets and organs-at-risk. 

 

Keywords: plan approval support, plan scoring, treatment planning, and radiation therapy. 
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2.1. Background 

Radiotherapy is a treatment cancer modality that has as main purpose to eliminate through 

radiation in a controlled way tumour cells, while sparing as much as possible adjacent normal tissues. 

Each treatment session is delivered according to an optimized plan generated by a treatment 

planning system (TPS). The selection of the plan whose dose distribution better fulfils the medical 

prescription is not a trivial task. Visual inspection of the 3D dose distribution, a detailed analysis of 

the dose statistics and dose volume histograms (DVH) generated for each structure are the most 

common tools to assess the quality of the plan. To assist the radiation oncologist in plan selection, 

several graphical solutions such as the superposition of DVH and dose distributions or the side-by-

side plan comparison have been made available in commercial TPSs. The large and diverse amount 

of data to be analysed, generally with conflicting results, makes plan selection hard and time-

consuming. Final clinical decision is then made by the radiation oncologist mostly based on a 

subjective and qualitative assessment of the planned dose distributions taking into account only the 

most important features of the plan.1 Optimal balance between the probability of tumour control and 

normal tissues complications is thus not guaranteed moreover when multiple plans are available for 

final clinical decision. Quantifying plan quality taking into account both the coverage of target volumes 

and the sparing of all organs-at-risk (OAR) in a simple and objective way has always been an ideal 

aim in the treatment planning process for helping the final clinical decision. First attempts have been 

proposed based on statistical decision theory,2 multiattribute utility theory3 and decision analysis 

concepts3 for application to 3D conformal radiotherapy. However, they have never been incorporated 

in optimization algorithms nor implemented in treatment planning systems. 

On the other hand, dose-quality treatment indexes have been considered a valuable 

contribution for plan assessment. Since the 90s, several indexes have been reported for external 

radiotherapy.4-20 Target coverage and conformity indexes are the most common options. Target 

coverage index, known as RTOG index, first proposed by Shaw et al.4 for radiosurgery treatment 

plans intended to measure the ratio of the minimum isodose to the prescribed dose in the planning 

target volume (PTV). Although its simplicity, the coverage index yields false positives and is 

extremely dependent of the selected reference isodose. A different coverage target score was 

proposed by the SALT group5,6 and by Lomax and Scheib.7 Based on a volumetric concept, this 

approach solves the previous drawbacks, but as for the RTOG index, it still does not take into account 

dose in the healthy tissues. Conformity indexes focus on the relation between the shape of the 

reference isodose and the PTV. Although the first conformity index types were developed for the 

evaluation of radiosurgery plans, Knöös et al.9 extended this definition to breast, lung, prostate and 

head-and-neck pathologies. Though simple, these indexes neither consider the dose received by the 

normal tissues nor distinguish spatial mismatches between the target volume and the reference dose 

volume. Lomax and Scheib7 presented a conformity index definition that includes the quantification 

of the irradiation of healthy tissues. To avoid false positives this index should be reported together 

with the target coverage index also proposed by Lomax and Scheib.7 The conformation number (CN), 

proposed by van´t Riet et al.10 and Paddick,11 intended to assess the conformity of a radiosurgery 

plan, quantifying target coverage and normal tissues exposure. However, the CN score does not 

take into account the different OAR tolerances, considering all non-tumour tissues as a single critical 

structure with the same radiosensitivity. This was partially solved by the COIN score, initially 

developed for brachytherapy plans.12 The COIN added to the CN expression a penalty factor for the 

unwanted doses in the OAR. As the dose values used into the score calculation are not adjusted to 

the tolerance level of each structure, a new index called critical organ scoring index (COSI) was 

proposed.13 The COSI index allows a simultaneous quantification of target coverage and dose 
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irradiation of OARs. To get information about plan conformity, the COSI index must be represented 

in a 2D diagram against the conformity index proposed by Lomax and Scheib.7 The inclusion of both 

target coverage and OAR affectation into CN, COIN and COSI definitions leads to a loss of 

information allowing that different dose distributions may present the same index values. 

Based on the radiosurgery quality indexes, new score definitions applicable to all radiotherapy 

modalities have been published, namely for intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) plans. Due 

to their comprehensive definition and applicability the uncomplicated target conformity index 

(TCI+),14 the conformity index incorporating dose and distance (CIDD),15 the plan quality index (PQI),16 

and the composite quality index (CPQI)17 are the most representative scores. The TCI+, suggested 

by Miften et al.,14 includes adjustable penalty functions evaluating target conformity and OARs 

sparing. Despite the good results, the sensitivity of the parameters of the penalty function depends 

of the clinical experience and the accuracy of the clinical tolerance data. A similar approach was 

proposed by Cheung and Law15 with the CIDD. In addition to the target coverage factor, this score 

also incorporates a target underdosage factor that presents a penalty function dependent on the 

value and localization of the cold spot. Nevertheless, the CIDD neither quantifies the normal tissue 

sparing nor the conformity of the dose distribution to the target. The PQI developed by Leung et al.16 

incorporates multiple plan evaluation scores. Applying the Euclidean distance definition to the 

conformity of PTVs with different dose levels, target coverage and normal tissue sparing are 

assessed. The PQI index also includes a quantification of the cold and hot spots in the target 

coverage parameter. The normal tissue score includes a penalty function that allows the evaluation 

of different tolerance point criteria. More recently the composite quality index or CPQI17 combines 

the target coverage, the homogeneity index, the equivalent uniform dose (EUD),21,22 tumour control 

probability (TCP) and the normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) applying to each a relative 

weight. Plan quality indexes are a promising solution for treatment plan evaluation. However due to 

their definition or complexity, these tools were never widely adopted in clinical practice. 

Using a completely different approach, alternative solutions for treatment plan evaluation may 

be based on radiobiological functions. TCP, NTCP and the probability of uncomplicated tumour 

control23 are examples of radiobiological measures that may estimate the outcome of a treatment 

plan. However nowadays, the benefits that could be achieved with this approach are still 

overshadowed by the uncertainty associated to the variables needed during the biological modelling 

process. 

With the implementation of inverse treatment planning optimization, a variety of objective 

functions were implemented into TPSs to drive the optimization algorithm in each iteration. The score 

corresponding to the value of the objective function should ideally be correlated with the quality of 

the dose distribution and thus the final plan would represent the optimal radiation treatment. 

Nevertheless, this is generally a pure mathematical expression without clinical meaning. 

Furthermore, a strict comparison between plans optimized in different treatment planning systems is 

only valid when the same objective function is used. Comparisons between different optimization 

algorithms are thus not generally made simply based on the final value of the objective function. 

2.2. Aim 

In this study a plan quality assessment tool called SPIDERplan is proposed. This tool intends 

to evaluate the quality of different plans using an intuitive graphic representation and an associated 

score function. These are based on the target and normal tissues objectives/constraints defined by 

the radiation oncologist and are completely independent of the algorithm, the treatment technique or 

the TPS. Without any ambition to correlate this score with treatment outcome, SPIDERplan aims to 

be a supporting tool to help during clinical decision-making in consistently selecting the best 

treatment plan available. 
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2.3. Materials and methods 

2.3.1. SPIDERplan concept description 

SPIDERplan is a graphical method developed to assess and compare the quality of different 

radiotherapy treatment plans. Based on a scoring approach both target coverage and individual OAR 

sparing are considered, allowing the quantification of the global quality of any treatment planning 

modality. This method can be described in two phases: 1) processing of the plan data and 2) 

assessment of plan quality. The outputs for plan evaluation are graphs and scores that provide the 

user with a fast and intuitive image of plan(s) quality. Clinical validation to fine tune SPIDERplan 

input variables is necessary before using it in clinical practice. 

In phase one, processing of the plan data, targets and OARs are divided into groups (e.g. 

optical track group, including organs like optic nerves and chiasm). To each structure a score based 

on planning objectives that may be either dosimetric, volumetric, radiobiological or mathematical is 

assigned. This score is a scalar that expresses the performance of that structure on accomplishing 

the corresponding planning goal. A pre-defined relative weight is also attributed to each group and 

to each structure expressing the clinical priorities during the plan evaluation process. The definition 

of these groups and weights must be customized by the local clinical team according to the tumour 

type prior to the clinical use of SPIDERplan. The numerical weighs reflect the relative importance 

given by the radiation oncologist to the different planning aims. Similarly, the grouping of the different 

structures strongly depends on the tumour type and morphology and must reflect the relative 

importance the physician will give to the different structures when he/she will appreciate the dose 

distributions. Thus, SPIDERplan is completely designed for each tumour type according to the 

radiation oncologist preferences. 

In phase two, assessment of plan quality, all this information is graphically represented in 

customized radar plots. Evaluation of plan quality can be done globally visualizing all structures and 

groups’ information or in more detail assessing each group analysis in partial radar plots. For the 

global analysis mode, where all structures are considered, a radar plot named Structures Plan 

Diagram (SPD) is generated. The circular plotting area is divided into sections and subsections with 

an angular amplitude proportional to the relative weight of the respective group and structure. The 

score of each structure is represented by a point along the angle bisector of the respective subsection 

whose distance from the centre of the radar plot corresponds to the score value. By connecting the 

score of all structures a polygon representing the quality of the dose distribution is generated. Global 

plan score is determined as a weighted sum of the structures individual scores over all groups as: 

 

 

Global plan score= ∑ wgroup(i) ∑ wstruct(j)Scorestruct(j)

ji 

 
(2.1) 

 

where wstruct(j) and Scorestruct(j) are the relative weight and the score of structure j, respectively, and 

wgroup(i) the relative weight of group i. 

The SPD information may also be condensed by groups of structures. In this option the radar 

plot is called Group Plan Diagram (GPD), where it is designed for the groups instead of the structures. 

A more detailed group evaluation can also be done with the partial group plots. The group plots are 

named Structures Group Diagram (SGD). Only the structures of a particular group are then 

represented. As for the SPD and GPD, a partial group score complementing the graphical 

assessment is determined for each SGD. 
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2.3.2. Application to a clinical case 

To assess SPIDERplan ability to compare and rank radiotherapy plans, an already treated 

nasal cavity clinical case was selected and re-planned in iPlan RT Dose version 4.5 from BrainLAB. 

IMRT technique was based on an m3 micro multi-leaf collimator (mMLC) from BrainLAB. For inverse 

optimization, this TPS generates three IMRT plans with different OAR priorities: low, medium and 

high. Irradiation technique used eight non-coplanar beams composed by 15 segments. Dose 

calculation was done applying a Pencil Beam algorithm and a dose grid of 1x1mm2. 

SPIDERplan independence from TPS and dose calculation algorithms was assessed by 

comparing iPlan plans with a plan generated in Oncentra version 4.1 SP2 optimizer module from 

Elekta for the same clinical case. The Oncentra IMRT plan was generated using a Siemens 82-leaf 

Optifocus multi-leaf collimator (MLC). Collapsed Cone algorithm with a dose grid of 1x1mm2 was 

applied to optimize 9 beams delivering 100 segments. 

A dose of 60Gy delivered in 30 fractions was prescribed to the PTV. The main considered 

OARs were lens, retinas, chiasm, optical nerves, pituitary gland, brainstem, cochlea, parotids and 

oral cavity. The respective tolerance doses values, shown in Table 2.1, were established in 

agreement to the institutional protocols defined for this pathology. 

Structures were grouped into PTV group, Optics group and Other group, Table 2.1. These 

groups were defined according to structures localization and clinical importance for the concerned 

pathology. The PTV group just comprised the PTV. The Optics group was constituted by all the 

optical structures: lens, optical nerves, retinas and chiasm, which were next to the PTV and so acted 

as critical structures for planning. In the Other group all other structures that were distant from the 

PTV or whose tolerance dose values were not critical for this particular planning context were 

included: brainstem, pituitary gland, cochlea, parotids and oral cavity (Figure 2.1). This grouping 

reflects the relative importance that the radiation oncologist gives to the different structures when 

appreciating the different treatment options. 

The score of each structure may be determined by any function locally used to evaluate plan 

quality. In this study, a score based on the ratio between clinical tolerance criteria and the planned 

dose was used. Thus, a value of one is expected if the dose for that structure is equal to the 

respective tolerance value. When a better organ sparing or target coverage is achieved, a score less 

than one will be obtained. In the SPIDERplan diagrams, this becomes easily perceived by the relation 

obtained with two circles: the inner circle with unitary radius representing the limit of acceptability 

Table 2.1 - Groups and structures considered for SPIDERplan processing. 

Groups Structures 

Name Name Tolerance criteria 
   

PTV group PTV D98% ≥ 95% of 60Gy 

Optics group 

Chiasm Dmax ≤ 50Gy 

Left Optical Nerve (OPTNRVL) Dmax ≤ 50Gy 

Right Optical Nerve (OPTNRVR) Dmax ≤ 50Gy 

Left Retina (RETINAL) Dmax ≤ 45Gy 

Right Retina (RETINAR) Dmax ≤ 45Gy 

Left Lens (LENSL) Dmax ≤ 12Gy 

Right Lens (LENSR) Dmax ≤ 12Gy 

Other group 

Brainstem Dmax ≤ 54Gy 

Pituitary Gland (PITUITARY) Dmax ≤ 60Gy 

Left Cochlea (COCHLEAL) Dmean ≤ 45Gy 

Right Cochlea (COCHLEAR) Dmean ≤ 45Gy 

Oral Cavity (ORALCAVITY) Dmean ≤ 45Gy 

Left Parotid (PAROTIDL) Dmean ≤ 26Gy 

Right Parotid (PAROTIDR) Dmean ≤ 26Gy 
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and the outer circle with radius equal to two representing failures. Optimal scores will converge to 

the radar plot centre. 

For the PTV, the score was calculated according to the following expression: 

 

 

ScorePTV=
DTC,PTV

DP,PTV

 (2.2) 

 

 

where DTC,PTV corresponds to the tolerance criteria for the PTV (in this case the dose in 98% of the 

PTV that should be at least 95% of the prescribed dose) and DP,PTV is the planned dose in the PTV. 

This is a target coverage criterion. 

For the OARs, the score was set as: 

 

 

ScoreOAR=
DP,OAR

DTC,OAR

 (2.3) 

 

 

where DP,OAR is the OAR planned dose and DTC,OAR is the tolerance dose for each OAR. In this clinical 

example, the score of each structure was based on the tolerances commonly used in our clinical 

practice corresponding to ICRU Report 8324 planning aims. For some pathologies there are broad 

consensus guidelines (e.g. RTOG0615 for nasopharyngeal cancer). Yet, seldom will a radiation 

oncologist be able to give the planner more than accepted tolerance doses for OARs either 

expressed as maximum doses or mean doses in a volume, considering more or less subjective 

Figure 2.1 - Nasal cavity structures. Nasal cavity case CT images slices containing all the structures 
considered for planning. 
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values for the probability of complications in a tissue while selecting treatment plans. The plan is 

considered acceptable for treatment when these criteria are met. In this study the function score 

adopted compares the ratio between the prescription and the planned dose. But this function serves 

just as an example. SPIDERplan admits any type of score function as long as the unity value 

separates admissible from inadmissible planning aims. These definitions are not static and can be 

customized in any moment according to the clinician criteria and to the case specificity. 

2.3.3. SPIDERplan clinical validation 

As SPIDERplan was developed to reflect the radiation oncologist criteria when he/she is 

approving a plan, a clinical validation of the tool was performed prior to its application. First, all plans 

were assessed and ranked by the radiation oncologist using traditional tools: the DVHs, the dose 

statistics and the dose distribution visualization, in a completely independent way from SPIDERplan. 

To complete clinical plan evaluation the radiation oncologist classified the plans as ‘Good’, 

‘Admissible with minor deviations’ or ‘Not admissible’. 

To calibrate SPIDERplan to the radiation oncologist criteria and preferences, a matrix, named 

here weight sensitivity matrix, was determined. This matrix was calculated by varying the weights of 

all groups and considering all possible group weights combinations. The weight of the group 

representing the OAR was varied from 0% to 100% in steps of 10%. For the PTV group the weight 

varied from 10% to 100% also in steps of 10%. The set of group weights that better fitted the radiation 

oncologist evaluation was selected in SPIDERplan processing. 

2.4. Results 

2.4.1. SPIDERplan outputs 

The proposed plan evaluation tool functionality and results will be illustrated through the 

chosen nasal cavity clinical case. SPIDERplan processing phase used the groups and structures 

defined in Table 2.1, and the group clinical weights defined by the radiation oncologist. 

The subsequent assessment phase for SPIDERplan generated different radar plots that can 

be analysed by the planner or the radiation oncologist. The SPD, GPD and SGD are shown in Figure 

2.2 and 2.3. 

From the SPD the best overall plan was the iPlan OAR High (displayed polygon closer to the 

plot centre). By contrary Oncentra and the iPlan OAR Low plans were the plans with lower quality. 

The diagram is complemented by the global score that supports that the plan iPlan OAR High, with 

a global score of 0.940, was the best dose distribution while the iPlan OAR Low plan, with a score of 

1.040, was the worst plan. GPD is the condensed diagram showing the results for the groups. For 

the nasal cavity tumour case the plan iPlan OAR High was the only that achieved a global score 

equal or less than one for all groups. iPlan OAR Medium and iPlan OAR Low obtained a poor result 

for the Optics group and Oncentra for the PTV and the Optics groups. As the global score is derived 

using the same methodology in all diagrams, both radar plots may be used for plan selection. 

A more detailed analysis of plan quality can be done evaluating the score of each structure in 

a given group (Figure 2.3). For structures belonging to a group with just one element, like the PTV 

group, this can be done directly in the Structures Plan Diagram. For the PTV, the lowest score was 

achieved by the iPlan OAR Low plan with a value of 0.959, followed by the iPlan OAR High, Medium 

and the Oncentra plans with scoring values of 0.969, 0.997 and 1.009, respectively. For larger 

groups, a more comprehensive analysis can be performed by visualizing the SGD (Figure 2.3). For 

structures belonging to the Optics group, iPlan OAR High was the only plan that accomplished all 

the clinical criteria (the red polygon is included in the inner circle). By contrary iPlan OAR Low plan 
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was unable to achieve any of the clinical constraints for this group (the green polygon is external to 

the unitary circle), presenting the worst score values for the retinas and the lens. For the optic nerves 

and the chiasm the worst results were obtained for the Oncentra plan (blue line). In general, for the 

Optics Group diagram the best plan scoring was achieved by iPlan OAR High followed by iPlan OAR 

Medium, Oncentra and iPlan OAR Low with group score values of 0.972, 1.003, 1.069 and 1.105 

respectively. For the Other group, all plan optimizations met the respective clinical criteria defined 

Figure 2.2 - Structures Plan Diagram and Group Plan Diagram. SPIDERplan Structures Plan Diagram and 
Group Plan Diagram obtained for a nasal cavity tumour case. The solid rays of the diagram correspond to a 

structure and the dashed rays limits each group. 

Figure 2.3 - Structures Group Diagram. SPIDERplan Structures Group Diagram generated for Optics group 
and for Other group, respectively. 
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for the OARs in this group. The absolute value of these partial group scores can just be used for 

relative comparisons within each group. 

2.4.2. SPIDERplan clinical validation 

Prior to SPIDERplan configuration, the radiation oncologist was asked to evaluate all iPlan 

and Oncentra plans using traditional tools (DVHs, planar dose distributions, etc). The results are 

shown in Table 2.2. All plans were considered acceptable for treatment. iPlan OAR High was the 

plan that achieved the best rank followed by the iPlan OAR Medium, Oncentra and iPlan OAR Low 

plans respectively. All plans with exception of the iPlan OAR High plan were classified as ‘Admissible 

with minor deviations. iPlan OAR High plan was qualitatively evaluated as ‘Good’. 

To test the sensitivity of the weights needed for SPIDERplan configuration, the weight 

sensitivity matrix was calculated. From all combinations of group weights, the cluster with those 

weight combinations that maintained the plan ranking of the radiation oncologist (Table 2.2) has been 

selected. Figure 2.4 shows the six combinations of group weights of this cluster clearly illustrating 

that while the weights of the Optics group ranged from 60% to 90%, the PTV group weights ranged 

from 10% to 40% and the Other group weights ranged from 0% to 10%, plan ranking doesn’t change. 

In all six group weights combinations, a common trend was verified: the Optics group presented a 

higher weight than the PTV group and the Other group. Furthermore, the weight assigned to each 

group is not critical as there is a relatively large range where the quality of the plans is sorted by 

SPIDERplan and the radiation oncologist in the same way. 

Using this analysis a robust weight assignment could be done in SPIDERplan processing for 

nasal cavity. The mean value of the weight group ranges of the weight sensitivity matrix were taken 

as: 75% for Optics group, 20% for PTV group and for 5% Other group. 

2.5. Discussion 

The ideal tool to support treatment plan evaluation would be able to provide an objective 

measure identifying the best treatment by quantitatively assess the quality of the dose distribution 

and consistently compare different plans.25 During the last two decades several proposals have been 

presented. Nevertheless, due to their complexity or conceptual limitations, no solution has been 

systematically adopted by the radiation oncology community. 

SPIDERplan was designed to be incorporated in a TPS as one of the evaluation tools aiming 

to complement existing ones and not to replace traditional plan evaluation methods like dose 

distribution visual inspection or DVH analysis. Multicriterial optimization and Pareto front navigation 

are eligible applications of the proposed tool. In those environments, by definition, a multiplicity of 

plans are to be considered. Along with playing with a display tool for Pareto front navigation, as 

described by Craft et al.,26 the physician could also have an immediate picture of the whole set of 

Table 2.2 - Clinical evaluation of the optimized IMRT plans in iPlan and Oncentra. 

Name 
Clinical plan assessment 

Rank  Qualitative classification 
    

iPlan OAR High 1  Good 

iPlan OAR Medium 2  Admissible with minor deviations 

Oncentra 3  Admissible with minor deviations 

iPlan OAR Low 4  Admissible with minor deviations 
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plan possibilities in just one graph. With the benefit of having a complementary information on the 

relative value of each plan according to his/her own criteria. 

The novelty of the proposed tool is not the use of radar plots. There are many examples in the 

literature of their usage.27,28 The novelty of SPIDERplan is the way the radar plot is built. By 

incorporating the clinical criteria defined in dose prescription, SPIDERplan becomes the graphical 

representation of radiation oncologists viewpoints leading to plan approval. With just one diagram, 

combined with a score index, the medical team would be able to take decisions consistently when 

comparing different plans. It is a simple idea using common graphics to handle a difficult problem. 

SPIDERplan intuitive design allows a much faster decision in selecting the best plan taking into 

account all structures. When the polygon runs outside the inner circle (of radius one), dose objectives 

or constraints were surpassed and plan may be rejected. Otherwise the dose distribution fulfils dose 

prescription and tolerances and the polygon with the smallest area indicates the best plan available. 

Treatment plan quality assessment performed by SPIDERplan can be applied to all 

pathologies, dose calculation algorithms and delivery techniques. It incorporates the potential for 

customization for each radiation oncologist priorities and criteria needed for plan approval. This is 

accomplished by assigning in the processing phase a pre-defined relative weight to groups and 

structures that can be adjusted according to the case complexity or clinical demands. The score 

function determined for each structure is also configurable. Different scoring indexes based on 

traditional DVH information, or any other relevant physical or biological quantities like EUD, TCP, 

NTCP, etc.29 may be set up. This flexibility confers to SPIDERplan the possibility to be easily adapted 

to new situations that are recurrent in the clinical routine. For instance, some special clinical situation 

where a given OAR should be given a stronger relevance or the inclusion of a structure in the 

optimization process that is not usually considered. For situations where mixture of different types of 

planning goals are specified for each structure, the user can use composite scores16 or more than 

one radius per structure in the SPIDERplan radar plot. For the hot spots situations, a score including 

unspecified normal tissue (body minus PTVs) dose restriction may be included. Also, some penalties 

to structure scores can be introduced in order to point unacceptable deviations that would conduct 

to rejected plans. 

The processing phase can be constructed on a class-solution basis, like for instance some 

"wish-lists" that have been proposed for optimization steering.30 All these tool refinements must be 

conducted in close collaboration with radiation oncologists. Some time and effort needs to be 

invested in the pre-processing phase to clinically validate SPIDERplan for each tumour site. To adjust 

SPIDERplan plan assessment with the radiation oncologist evaluation is an essential step to 

Figure 2.4 - Group weight sensitivity cluster. Cluster of combinations of group weight that 
produce the same plan ranking as the radiation oncologist. 
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enhance the confidence and creditability in this new tool. The proposed weight sensitivity matrix 

method expresses the clinical preferences for plan assessment and gives a picture of the sensitivity 

of the clinical weights that should be used in the configuration of SPIDERplan. This initial effort will 

be compensated by a much faster plan evaluation and treatment selection of similar clinical cases. 

SPIDERplan potential to compare and rank treatment plans was demonstrated in the chosen 

nasal cavity tumour case. After the clinical validation, the graphic information included in the 

Structures Plan Diagram, the Group Plan Diagram and the Structures Group Diagram enabled a fast 

and intuitive assessment of the quality of the dose distribution in the PTV and all OARs. To 

complement the diagrams evaluation, the plan global score provided a quantitative measure of plan 

quality. This measure was embedded in the SPIDERplan construction including both the score 

achieved by each structure and also its relative importance according to the local or individual clinical 

reasoning. The new tool is independent from the TPS and the dose calculation algorithm. In a simple 

and systematic way it is possible to compare plans from different sources and consistently infer about 

their relative quality. The only requirement is that the dose prescription, either in the form of dose 

objectives or constraints, is the same. The number of structures in the presented clinical example 

was restricted to 15 (Table 2.1) but this number has no limitation. Although the Structures Plan 

Diagram may appear too confusing for more complex cases, the Structures Group Diagrams may 

then be preferable and simpler to analyse providing the same global result. Moreover, the global plan 

score will complement the information provided by the radar plots quantifying the quality of the best 

plan by incorporating the dose prescription and tolerances defined to all target volumes and OARs. 

2.6. Conclusions 

A graphical method for comparison and assessment of the quality of radiation therapy plans 

was developed. A clinical planning case of nasal cavity was used to illustrate its operationality, 

functionalities and potential. Due to its simplicity and flexibility SPIDERplan can be applied to all 

types of radiotherapy delivery techniques. The graphical information generated by the Structures 

Plan, the Group Plan and the Structures Group Diagrams complemented by the global plan score 

enables a fast and intuitive plan quality assessment incorporating all clinical priorities and criteria 

established for treatment plan approval. 

Following the local clinical practice, the complete list of clinical planning aims needs to be 

translated into SPIDERplan inputs. These may be established in terms of dose prescription, PTV 

coverage and conformity, dose tolerance to OARs, dose-volume conditions, etc. The customization 

process must be clinically validated by comparing the results of the SPIDERplan assessment with 

the radiation oncologist evaluation. This tuning phase will confirm consistency with the processing 

data of SPIDERplan.  

It was demonstrated that SPIDERplan can be used as a useful tool for supporting clinical plan 

approval with full customization potential to any local clinical practice. After the clinician realizes that 

his/her priorities and goals are fully reflected in the graphics and scores, SPIDERplan can easily be 

adopted with a very steep learning curve. 
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Abstract 

Background: This work aims at clinically validating a graphical tool developed for treatment plan 

assessment, named SPIDERplan, by comparing the plan choices based on its scoring with the 

radiation oncologists (RO) clinical preferences. 

Methods: SPIDERplan validation was performed for nasopharynx pathology in two steps. In the first 

step, three ROs from three Portuguese radiotherapy departments were asked to blindly evaluate and 

rank the dose distributions of twenty pairs of treatment plans. For plan ranking, the best plan from 

each pair was selected. For plan evaluation, the qualitative classification of ‘Good’, ‘Admissible with 

minor deviations’ and ‘Not Admissible’ were assigned to each plan. In the second step, SPIDERplan 

was applied to the same twenty patient cases. The tool was configured for two sets of structures 

groups: the local clinical set and the groups of structures suggested in international guidelines for 

nasopharynx cancer. Group weights, quantifying the importance of each group and incorporated in 

SPIDERplan, were defined according to RO clinical preferences and determined automatically by 

applying a mixed linear programming model for implicit elicitation of preferences. Intra- and inter-

rater ROs plan selection and evaluation were assessed using Brennan-Prediger kappa coefficient. 

Results: Two-thirds of the plans were qualitatively evaluated by the ROs as ‘Good’. Concerning 

intra- and inter-rater variabilities of plan selection, fair agreements were obtained for most of the 

ROs. For plan evaluation, substantial agreements were verified in most cases. The choice of the best 

plan made by SPIDERplan was identical for all sets of groups and, in most cases, agreed with RO 

plan selection. The cases where there was a difference between the RO choice and the one made 

using SPIDERplan corresponded to very low score differences. A score difference threshold of 0.005 

was defined as the value below which the plans are considered of equivalent quality. 

Conclusions: Generally, SPIDERplan response successfully reproduced the ROs plan selection. 

SPIDERplan assessment performance can represent clinical preferences based either on manual or 

automatic group weight assignment. For nasopharynx cases, SPIDERplan was robust in terms of 

definitions of structure groups, being able to support different configurations without losing accuracy. 

 

Keywords: decision-making, plan quality assessment, clinical validation 
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3.1. Background 

The delivery of radiation therapy is based on a pre-calculated personalized dose plan 

optimized in a treatment planning system. A plan that simultaneously irradiates the target with the 

prescription dose and causes little or no damage to the organs-at-risk (OAR) and to the adjacent 

normal tissues is sought by the planner.1 It is usually necessary to consider trade-offs between the 

dose delivered to the targets and the dose received by the normal tissues. So, each plan is a 

compromise solution between conflicting objectives. These compromises must generally be tackled 

by the human planner in an iterative manual trial-and-error process. Thus, plan optimization can be 

seen as a decision-making problem handled by a planner that attempts to simultaneously fulfil the 

dose prescription objectives and the tolerance dose criteria. As a result, the plan optimization phase 

is extremely dependent of the planner’s experience and the complexity of the case and it cannot be 

guaranteed that the calculated plan or plans presented to the radiation oncologist (RO) are the best 

possible ones.2 

The clinical assessment of plan quality is typically done by verifying the fulfilment of the 

prescription dose in the target volume and the tolerance dose criteria for each OAR. The most 

common assessment methods used in the clinical routine are the visual inspection of the isodoses 

displayed on top of the computed tomography images and the evaluation of the dose-volume 

histograms (DVHs) and the corresponding dose statistics. To yield a comprehensive appraisal of the 

quality of the 3D dose distribution, it is often necessary to take into account several dozens of 

parameters and that is not humanly possible.3 If two or more of the best plans are to be compared, 

this task becomes even more demanding. As a result, plan selection is based on the information that 

the RO managed to hold or considered more relevant which may lead to unsystematic and/or 

subjective decisions. 

As in many other medical fields, the RO decision about which plan should be elected for 

treatment is not only influenced by disease specific criteria (e.g. cancer stage, age, comorbidities or 

treatment toxicity) but also by the decision-maker individual characteristics (e.g. experience, 

emotions or degree of expertise) and by contextual factors (e.g. patient socioeconomic status, 

healthcare provider organization or political environment).16 Ideally, this complex decision-making 

framework should be supported by clinical reasoning methods able to efficiently combine targets, 

OARs and other normal tissues dosimetric data with the RO experience and clinical aims for a given 

pathology or the specific patient case. From the plan assessment point-of-view, treatment quality 

indexes describing the coverage5 and conformity6 of the target and/or the OARs sparing7,8 for 

radiosurgery treatments have been proposed some decades ago. With the generalization of inverse 

planning and multicriteria optimization techniques, other comprehensive figures of merit associating 

different types of dosimetric score combinations to assess the plan quality were also proposed.9-14 

However, the RO clinical preferences were just included in the scoring design of plan quality indexes 

proposed by Schultheiss and Orton9 and by Jain et al.,10 through the application of statistical decision 

theory and decision analysis concepts, respectively. 

Recently, a graphical method, named SPIDERplan, was developed to simultaneously assess 

and compare the quality of radiation therapy plans.15 SPIDERplan considers the clinical aims 

associated with each of the structures of interest simultaneously weighting their relative importance. 

The present work aims to assess whether it is possible to successfully relate SPIDERplan plan 

assessment with the RO clinical preferences SPIDERplan was applied for plan selection considering 

nasopharynx cancer cases and the study design included two phases. In the first phase, pairs of 

plans were blindly and independently evaluated by three ROs. Afterwards, the configuration of 

SPIDERplan, in terms of groups weights, was automatically performed using a mixed linear 
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programming model (MLPM) for preference elicitation. The plans that corresponded to the best 

SPIDERplan scores were then compared with the ROs plan choices. Intra- and inter-variability of the 

responses from the two phases were compared to conclude in what extent SPIDERplan was able to 

reproduce ROs choices. Finally, a threshold value for the score difference between competing plans, 

representing the value below which the plans can be considered as being of equivalent quality, was 

estimated. 

3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. Patient data 

A sample of twenty nasopharynx cancer cases already optimized [16] was used for 

SPIDERplan clinical validation. Planning target volumes (PTVs) delineation and prescription followed 

the guidelines of the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group and the National Comprehensive Cancer 

Network. A simultaneous integrated boost prescription to be delivered in 33 fractions was assigned 

for all plans, where the PTVs, including gross disease, were prescribed with 70 Gy and the lymph 

nodes PTVs with a dose comprehended between 54.0 and 59.4 Gy according to the associated risk 

disease level. The tolerance criteria of the spinal cord, the brainstem, the optics structures (chiasm, 

optical nerves, retina and lens), the pituitary gland, the ears, the parotids, the oral cavity, the 

temporomandibular joints, the mandible, the oesophagus, the larynx, the brain, the thyroid and the 

lungs, also contoured by the RO, were defined according to the nasopharynx clinical protocol of the 

Radiotherapy Department of the Portuguese Oncology Institute of Coimbra (Table S3.1 of 

Supplementary material). 

3.2.2. SPIDERplan description 

SPIDERplan is a graphical method, developed by Ventura et al.,15 that uses a scoring 

approach to assess and compare the quality of radiation therapy treatment plans. It aims to address 

the dose prescription objectives, defined for the clinical case/pathology. SPIDERplan configuration 

is structured in two phases: the processing of the plan data and the assessment of the plan quality. 

In the processing phase, targets and OARs are divided into groups according to the clinical 

protocol or the RO preferences. A pre-defined relative weight is attributed to each group and each 

structure, representing the clinical priorities during the plan evaluation. For each plan, a score based 

on the pre-defined planning objectives is calculated for each structure to express the fulfilment level 

of the corresponding planning goal.  

In the plan assessment phase, a customised radar plot displays all the score information. Plan 

evaluation can be done by displaying all structures and groups information in a Structures Plan 

Diagram and in a Group Plan Diagram, respectively. Global plan score is determined as the weighted 

sum of the structures individual scores as:  

 

 

Global plan score= ∑ wgroup(i) ∑ wstruct(j)Scorestruct(j)

ji 

 (3.1) 

 

 

where wstruct(j) and Scorestruct(j) are the relative weight and the score of structure j, respectively, and 

wgroup(i) the relative weight of group i. A partial group score based on the dose sparing of the structures 

that belong to that group is also calculated and represented in the Structures Group Diagram. 
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For the PTVs, the score was calculated according to a coverage criterion given by:  

 

 

ScorePTV=
DTC,PTV

DP,PTV

 (3.2) 

 

 

where DTC,PTV corresponds to the tolerance criteria for the PTV (in this case the dose in 98% of the 

PTV that should be at least 95% of the prescribed dose) and DP,PTV is the planned dose in the PTV. 

For the OARs, the score was set as: 

 

 

ScoreOAR=
DP,OAR

DTC,OAR

 (3.3) 

 

 

where DP,OAR is the OAR planned dose and DTC,OAR is the tolerance dose for each OAR.  

A score of 1 is therefore expected when the dose of a given structure (target or OAR) is equal 

to the respective tolerance value. If either target coverage or OAR sparing are better than the goal 

set by the RO, the score will be less than one. 

3.2.3. SPIDERplan clinical validation 

SPIDERplan clinical validation was performed in two-steps. In the first step, three ROs (RO1, 

RO2 and RO3), from three different national radiotherapy institutions, ranked and assessed the 

quality of the dose distributions of the selected cases. For each patient case, two plans (A and B), 

using coplanar optimized beam directions, were simultaneously presented to each RO. Based on 

the analysis of the dose distribution, the DVHs and the dose statistics, the ROs were asked to select 

the best plan of each of the 20 pairs of plans. If the plans were considered equivalent, both plans 

could be selected or rejected. For the evaluation of plan quality, each RO was asked to classify the 

plans as ‘Good’, ‘Admissible with minor deviations’ or ‘Not Admissible’. Four control cases were 

randomly selected and randomly introduced in the list of patients to evaluate the intra-rater variability 

of each RO. These control cases used the same plans of patient cases #1, #4, #6 and #9 and were 

displayed to the RO in a swapped position (Plan A replaced plan B and vice-versa). 

In the second step, SPIDERplan evaluation was applied to the same 20-paired cases. Two 

sets of structured groups were used to customize SPIDERplan response: a set of groups used by 

the local clinical protocol and a set of groups suggested by RTOG 0615,17 named as CLIN and 

RTOG, respectively (Table 3.1). For the first set, SPIDERplan was successively applied using the 

CLIN group weights defined by the local RO (RO1) and the groups' weights automatically generated 

by the MLPM method (CLINaut), described in section 3.2.5. For the RTOG based groups, 

SPIDERplan evaluation just used the group weights defined by the MLPM method (RTOGaut). 

3.2.4. Statistical analysis 

The intra-rater and inter-rater variabilities of ROs for plan selection and evaluation were 

statistically assessed by the Brennan-Prediger kappa (KB-P) coefficient for nominal and ordinal 

variables, respectively.18 The relative strength of the agreement is dependent on the KB-P coefficient 

value and was classified using the scale proposed by Landis and Koch,19 where for  KB-P < 0.00  the 

agreement is ‘poor’, for 0.00 ≤ KB-P ≤ 0.20 is ‘slight’, for 0.20 < KB-P ≤ 0.40 is ‘fair’, for 0.40 < KB-P ≤ 

0.60 is ‘moderate’; for 0.60 < KB-P ≤ 0.80 is ‘substantial and for 0.80 < KB-P ≤ 1.00 the agreement is 

‘almost perfect’. 
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3.2.5. Automatic weight determination by MLPM 

When a decision-maker expresses his/her preferences by one out of two alternatives, the 

decision-maker is giving information regarding his/her preferences. It is possible to analyse these 

preferences, under a set of defined criteria, and to understand what is the importance that each one 

of the criterion has in the choice made. The importance of each criterion can be quantified by 

calculating a weight. 

In this work, we have followed the methodology proposed by Srinivasan and Shocker.20 

Consider the multiattribute space defined by the different criteria that are taken into account by the 

decision-makers when making a choice. The decision-makers are the ROs. The multiattribute space 

dimension is equal to the number of different structure groups defined. Each attribute (criterion) is 

the corresponding structure group score. Each treatment plan is evaluated regarding the score of 

each one of the defined groups. 

It is assumed that the ROs have a point in this multiattribute space that represents an ideal 

point: if a plan achieves, for each and all of the structures’ groups, the score defined by this ideal 

point, then they will be satisfied with the plan. Furthermore, it is assumed that ROs will prefer plans 

that are as close as possible to this ideal point. The problem of finding a vector of weights (one weight 

for each group) that is able to represent the ROs preferences can be represented by a mixed linear 

programming model, where the decision variables will be the weights. The objective will be to 

guarantee that the preferred plans are closer to the ideal point than the non-preferred plans. 

  

Table 3.1 - SPIDERplan group of structures defined locally according to RO aims (CLIN) and to RTOG 

guidelines (RTOG).17 

 CLIN  RTOG 
Groups Structures  Groups Structures 

     

PTV PTVs  PTV PTVs 
     

Critical Brainstem  Critical Retinas 
 Spinal cord   Optical Nerves 
    Chiasm 

Optics Lens   Brainstem 
 Retinas   Spinal cord 
 Optical Nerves   TMJ 
 Chiasm   Mandible 
     

DigestOral Parotids  Salivary Parotids 
 Oral cavity    
 Larynx  Other Brain 
 Oesophagus   Lens 
    Pituitary gland 

Bone Ears   Ears 
 TMJ   Oral cavity 
 Mandible   Larynx 
    Oesophagus 

Other Brain   Thyroid 
 Pituitary gland   Lungs 
 Thyroid    

 Lungs    
 

TMJ – Temporalmandibular joint 
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The following notation is used: 

 

Parameters 

 𝐽 = {1, … , 𝑛} represents the set of plans that are going to be evaluated by the decision-

maker 

 𝑃 = {1, … , 𝑡} represents the t dimensions in which each of the plan is evaluated (each plan 

is evaluated considering each one of the groups so that t is equal to the number of groups 

considered) 

 𝑌𝑗 = {𝑦𝑗𝑝, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 } represents the score of the jth plan for structure group p 

 Ω = {(𝑗, 𝑘), 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐽}  represents the set of all ordered pairs (j,k) resulting from the 

comparison of plan j and plan k if j is preferred to k. 

 

Decision variables 

 𝑋 = {𝑥𝑝}, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 represents the ideal point to be determined 

 𝑊 = {𝑤𝑝}, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 represents the weight of each one of the t dimensions (the weight that 

each group should have in the calculation of the global score). 

 

It is possible to calculate the distance between each plan 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 and the ideal point X. In this 

work we have chosen the Euclidean distance, meaning that: 

 

 

𝑑𝑗 = √∑(𝑦𝑗𝑝 − 𝑥𝑝)
2

𝑝∈𝑃

, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 (3.4) 

 

 

If plan j was evaluated as being better than plan k then this should mean that 𝑑𝑗 < 𝑑𝑘 , ∀(𝑗, 𝑘) ∈

Ω. The problem can then be described as: given 𝑌𝑗 , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 and Ω, find X and W such that conditions 

(4) are violated as minimally as possible. It is thus necessary to define what is meant by “violating as 

minimally as possible”. In this work this has been defined as finding X and W such that the number 

of violations of equation 3.4 is minimized. 

Srinivasan and Shocker20 showed that this problem can be represented by the following mixed 

linear programming model: 

 

 

Minimize ∑ 𝛿𝑗𝑘

(𝑗,𝑘)∈Ω

 (3.5) 

 

subject to: 

 

∑(𝑦𝑘𝑝
2 − 𝑦𝑗𝑝

2 )𝑤𝑝

𝑝∈𝑃

− 2 ∑(𝑦𝑘𝑝 − 𝑦𝑗𝑝)𝑣𝑝

𝑝∈𝑃

+ 𝛿𝑗𝑘𝑀 ≥ 0, ∀(𝑗, 𝑘) ∈ Ω 

∑ ∑ (𝑦𝑘𝑝
2 − 𝑦𝑗𝑝

2 )
(𝑗,𝑘)∈Ω

𝑤𝑝

𝑝∈𝑃

− 2 ∑ ∑ (𝑦𝑘𝑝 − 𝑦𝑗𝑝)
(𝑗,𝑘)∈Ω

𝑣𝑝

𝑝∈𝑃

= 1 

𝑤𝑝 ≥ 0, ∀𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 

𝛿𝑗𝑘 ∈ {0,1}, ∀(𝑗, 𝑘) ∈ Ω 

 

 

 

where M represents an arbitrarily large positive number. 
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In the present work, Ω = {(𝑗, 𝑘), 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐽} is built from the combined result of the evaluation made 

by the three different ROs. The objective was not to find X and W that would be RO dependent, but 

instead to find X and W capable of representing global preferences. This was achieved by applying 

a majority rule: (𝑗, 𝑘) belongs to Ω if j was preferred to k by the majority of ROs. 

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Plan selection and plan evaluation performed by the 

radiation oncologists 

The results of plan selection and plan evaluation performed by the ROs are displayed in the 

first four columns of Figure 3.1. For each comparison, the plan selected by the RO is represented by 

a filled square, the plans evaluated as ‘Good’ by a green square, the plans evaluated as ‘Admissible 

with minor deviations’ by a yellow square and the plans considered ‘Not Admissible’ by a red square. 

The control cases are represented in Figure 3.1 below the correspondent patient case but were 

randomly presented to the ROs. More than two-thirds of the plans were evaluated as ‘Good’ by all 

ROs evaluations. Globally, all plans presented to the ROs, have high-quality dose distributions, but 

still 19% of the plans were evaluated as ‘Admissible with minor deviations’ and 8% as ‘Not 

Admissible’. For patients #4, #9, #18, #20 and the control case #c9 both plans A and B were selected 

by RO3, meaning that both plans were considered of equivalent quality. For patient #18, plans A and 

B were evaluated by RO2 and RO3 as ‘Not Admissible’ and for patient #20, plan A was differently 

evaluated by all ROs.  

The intra-rater and inter-rater variabilities analyses were assessed through the calculation 

of KB-P coefficients displayed in Table 3.2. The intra-rater variability was computed for each RO by 

comparing plan selection and plan evaluation of patients #1, #4, #6, #9 with the corresponding control 

cases. RO1 kept his plan selection for patients #1 and #9 and RO2 for patients #1, #6 and #9, which 

conducted to a fair agreement (KB-P = 0.25). RO3 was the clinician with higher variability in plan 

selection, with a KB-P = -0.13, as only for patient #9 he selected the same plan. 

For plan evaluation, the intra-rater variability was unquestionably higher than for plan 

selection. When asked to grade plan quality, all ROs presented at least a substantial agreement 

between the first and the second evaluation (KB-P = 0.78). RO1 and RO3 evaluated the quality of 

plans A and B as equally ‘Good’ for patients #1, #4 and #9 and for patients #1, #4 and #6, 

respectively. For RO2, the agreement was almost perfect (KB-P = 0.89), as only for plan A of patient 

#6 the plan evaluation was not coincident. 

For the quantification of inter-rater variability, the control cases were not considered. As in 

the previous analysis, the agreement between the ROs in plan selection (KB-P = 0.38 - fair) was not 

as good as for plan evaluation (KB-P = 0.63 - substantial). Only in 10/20 patient cases all ROs agreed 

Table 3.2 - Intra-rater variability and inter-rater variability. 

 Intra-rater variability  Inter-rater variability 
        

 Radiation 
oncologist 

Plan 
selection 

Plan 
evaluation 

 Radiation 
oncologist 

Plan 
selection 

Plan 
evaluation 

        

KB-P 
coefficient 

RO1 0.25 
Fair 

0.78 
Substantial 

 All ROs 0.38 
Fair 

0.63 
Substantial 

 RO2 0.25 
Fair 

0.89 
Almost 

perfect 

    

 RO3 -0.13 
Poor 

0.78 
Substantial 
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in the selection of the best plan. While the agreement between RO2 and RO3 was high, the 

agreement between RO1 and RO2 and between RO1 and RO3 was about 50% (12/20 and 10/20, 

respectively). For plan evaluation, most of the plans 39/40) had two or more coincident RO ordinal 

assessments and more than one half (21/40) the same classification by all ROs. Again, it was 

between RO2 and RO3 that there was the higher number of plan evaluation agreements (29/40). For 

RO1, the number of plans with the same evaluation as RO2 and RO3 was almost equal (25/40 and 

26/40, respectively). 

Figure 3.1 - Results of the plan selection and evaluation of the selected nasopharynx cases by RO1, RO2 and 
RO3 (squares) and of the agreement and disagreement between SPIDERplan evaluation and the 

corresponding RO plan selection for CLIN, CLINaut and RTOGaut group of structures (white and black circles, 
respectively). The difference between SPIDERplan global plan scores of plan A and B for the correspondent 
group of structures is shown immediately below. The patient cases were sorted in descending order of the 

CLIN set score difference. To facilitate the graphical comparison between the control cases and correspondent 
patient cases, the representation of plan A and B in the control cases was swapped. 
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3.3.2. MLPM group weight determination 

The group weights of CLIN, CLINaut and RTOGaut group sets are shown in Figure 2. The CLIN 

group weights (Figure 3.2a) were defined according to the local clinical nasopharynx protocol and 

the CLINaut (Figure 3.2b) and the RTOGaut (Figure 3.2c) were determined using the MPLM method. 

Values for vector X are also shown. Low values for xp (namely less than one) mean that the ROs 

are, in reality, being more demanding with the corresponding group (finding plans satisfactory only if 

a low score is attained) than when greater xp values are obtained. For the CLIN set, the PTV and the 

Critical groups received the higher weights (50% and 30%), while the Bone and the Other group the 

lowest weights. For the CLINaut set, the groups' weights changed considerably. The PTV group 

presented the higher weight, but the Critical group weight was lower than those of the DigestOral 

and Optics groups. However, the xp associated with the Critical group is less than one, showing that 

this is, in fact, an important structure group and the ROs will not, probably, be satisfied with plans 

that simply comply with the planning goal, expecting to see better organ sparing. For the Bone group 

the calculated weight value is 0% and the xp is equal one, meaning that the dose received by the 

structures of this group will only have to comply with the prescribed value for the RO to be satisfied. 

For the RTOGaut set, the PTV group achieved the highest weight, while the lowest was computed for 

the Critical group. This is the group with the lowest xp, certifying that the ROs value a low score from 

the structures of the group even if a relative low weight has been assigned to it. 

3.3.3. SPIDERplan evaluation 

SPIDERplan global plans scores were computed for all patient cases using the groups and 

the weights from CLIN, CLINaut and RTOGaut sets. Its response accuracy is graphically displayed in 

Figure 3.1, where the agreement between the selection based on SPIDERplan global plan score and 

the clinical plan choice is represented by white circles and the disagreement by black circles. The 

patient cases are sorted by descent order of the score difference between plan A and B for the CLIN 

configuration. A complete agreement between SPIDERplan selection for all sets and all ROs was 

obtained in 9/20 of the patient cases and at least two agreements per set in 14/20 of the cases. It 

can be seen that the higher the global score difference between the two paired plans, the better the 

SPIDERplan results agree with the ROs choice and also the closer the agreement among the three 

ROs (e.g. patients #2, #3, #7 or #8). Globally, the agreement in plan selection between SPIDERplan 

and all ROs was high (>45/60), resulting in an inter-rater variability of substantial to moderate 

agreement. The plan selection agreement between SPIDERplan and RO1 was higher for the CLIN 

set than for the remaining sets whose group weights were automatically determined by the MLPM 

method. By contrary, the percentage of plan selection agreement between SPIDERplan and RO2 

Figure 3.2 - Group weights for the CLIN, the CLINaut and the RTOGaut sets. The xp value represents the 
satisfaction point of the decision-maker. 
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and RO3 was higher for the CLINaut and RTOGaut sets than for CLIN where an inter-variability of 

almost perfect agreement was obtained. Nevertheless, the global percentage of agreement and the 

intra-rater variability (all ROs) was almost equal for all sets (45/60, 46/60 and 44/60). A total 

disagreement between SPIDERplan response and all ROs was just obtained for patient #17, when 

RTOGaut set was used (three black circles). In this case the difference in plan quality between the 

two plans is so small (0.0008) that in fact it is irrelevant which is the plan selected for treatment. 

Thus, a threshold value for the score difference between two plans was defined. This threshold, 

estimated as 0.005, represents the value below which two plans are judged as dosimetrically 

equivalent. Considering now this threshold value, the agreement between SPIDERplan and RO plan 

selection increases from 45/60 to 55/60 cases. The plan choices made by SPIDERplan that fail this 

threshold value where #15 (CLINaut and RTOGaut) #18 and #20. For patients #18 and #20, RO3 could 

not make a choice between plans A and B, so no agreement could ever be found, anyway. For 

patient #15, RO1 was not in agreement with the other ROs and, as stated in section 3.2.5, his/her 

choice was thus not considered for the automatic determination of the group weights by MLPM 

method (the majority decision was considered). 

3.4. Discussion 

SPIDERplan is a graphical plan assessment tool developed for supporting the clinical choice 

of the best plan for treatment delivery. The evaluation of the quality of the dose distribution is done 

by combining the graphical analysis provided by customised radar plots with a scoring index. 

Weighted groups of structures reflecting the RO clinical preferences for a given pathology or case 

must be defined and validated prior to starting using SPIDERplan in the clinical routine. In this study, 

SPIDERplan was clinically validated for the nasopharynx pathology by comparing the plan evaluation 

made by three ROs with the SPIDERplan score results. 

Twenty nasopharynx cases with high-quality dose distributions were blindly evaluated and 

ranked by three ROs from different institutions. Four control cases were randomly selected from the 

list of these patient cases with the most similar plans and randomly presented to the ROs without 

their knowledge. The choice of the best treatment may be influenced by different factors (individual 

characteristics of the decision-maker and the patient, contextual factors, specific technical criteria), 

that can introduce some inter- and even intra-variabilities in the decision of the ROs. In this work, 

some of these factors were surpassed given the retrospective and anonymous character of the 

selected patient cases sample. The ROs assessed the plans following their own institutional protocol 

guidelines, using traditional treatment plan evaluation tools (dose distribution visualization, DVH and 

dose statistics analysis) and embedding into the final decision their personality and clinical 

experience. On average, just three hours were spent by each RO to complete the assessment of all 

the cases. On one hand, the continuous time slot dedicated to this task may have negatively 

influenced the consistency of his/her evaluation, as the repetition of cases assessment may have 

caused some inattention/fatigue to, at least, the last evaluated cases. Probably that was the reason 

for RO3 not having been able to select the best plan in patient cases #18 and #20 (the last ones) 

even with high score differences. On the other hand, it assured, in principle, the use of more 

consistent criteria during the process. 

For plan selection, the intra-rater variability analyses presented lower KB-P coefficients than 

the inter-rater variability analysis, meaning that the agreement between different ROs was better 

than between themselves. This low agreement may be a result of the high-quality of the dose 

distributions of the control cases and also the similarity of the plans in the control pairs. This choice 

of control plans avoided the perception, by the ROs, that control cases have been introduced 

because it was harder to acknowledge that they were comparing for the second time a pair of plans 

already considered. Of course, the reduced number of cases used for this intra-variability analysis 

statistically influenced the intra-rater agreement result. From the intra-rater and inter-rater variabilities 
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analyses, it is also evident that the agreement between SPIDERplan and the ROs for plan evaluation 

was much higher than for plan selection. This finding has a direct correspondence with RO appraisal 

in the clinical routine as it is usually much easier for clinicians to agree upon the quality of the plans 

(saying if they are ‘Good’, ‘Admissible with minor deviation’ or ‘Not Admissible’) than it is to select 

the plan for treatment. 

SPIDERplan response accuracy was tested using two sets of groups of structures and two 

methods to establish group weights. The composition and the weights of the CLIN set were defined 

according to the local nasopharynx protocol and the RO1 clinical preferences. SPIDERplan response 

reproduced ROs selection in 75% of the cases. It is interesting to note that the disagreement between 

SPIDERplan and ROs in plan selection was in-line with the inter-rater variability analysis between 

the three ROs corroborating the accuracy of SPIDERplan assessment. The small number of 

disagreements occurred for very low score differences between plans A and B. A threshold, in terms 

of score difference between plans, below which the choices were considered in agreement with ROs 

was thus defined. Values below this threshold reflected the difficulty showed by the ROs to choose 

the best plan when they were very similar. This threshold can be seen as a measure of the 

uncertainty associated with SPIDERplan plan assessment and also as a justification for the intra-

rater and inter-rater variability of the ROs plan selection and evaluation. 

The definition of groups of structures according to their clinical importance and the 

corresponding assignment of importance weights is a non-trivial task for ROs. In the daily routine 

ROs acceptability criteria and preferences are qualitatively incorporated in the process of selection 

and approval of the best plan and not based on a quantitative value reflecting the importance of each 

structure. Therefore, a MLPM method was applied to automatically determine the weights of each 

group (CLINaut). An alternative group of structures was also defined following RTOG 0615 guidelines, 

and the respective weights calculated using the same automated method (RTOGaut). Compared to 

CLINaut and RTOGaut, SPIDERplan performance was similar to that of the CLIN set except for RO1 

where the agreement for the two new sets of structures groups decreased. This is to be expected as 

the CLIN set was defined by the clinical protocol followed by RO1.  

The group weights determined by the MLPM method considered the clinical choices of all ROs 

in plan selection. Indeed, the CLINaut set presented a somewhat different configuration from the CLIN 

set (Figure 3.2). The unexpected low weight of the Critical group may have grounds on the automated 

method itself. The low score values (high sparing) and the associated low variability presented by 

this group give room to the MLPM algorithm to confer more importance to groups with scores with 

higher values and higher variability, such as the Optics, the DigestOral or the Salivary groups. 

Nevertheless, the lower 𝑥𝑝 values showed that, although the importance of this group in the plan 

evaluation was not so high as initially thought, the ROs required that this group of structures 

presented higher levels of sparing to be satisfied.  

SPIDERplan was configured for the nasopharynx pathology using a local group set and 

weights, a local group definition with weights automatically calculated, and thirdly using a group 

definition based on international guidelines with automated group weights. The performance of 

SPIDERplan against the ROs choices, for all sets of group weights, was similar to the inter-rater 

variability obtained between the ROs clinical evaluations. The flexibility in plan evaluation and 

comparison provided by different group weights enables the possibility to adapt with confidence any 

of these SPIDERplan configuration options in the clinical practice. For other pathologies, any of these 

SPIDERplan configuration methods could be followed. It is possible to define the structure groups 

and weights resorting to the local RO team clinical protocols and preferences. Alternatively, it is 

possible to automatically elicit these weights through the analysis of the comparison of different plans 

using a pool of patient cases considering either groups locally defined or in accordance to 

international guidelines. 
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3.5. Conclusions 

In this work, the evaluation of SPIDERplan was successfully linked to the plan evaluation of 

three ROs from three Portuguese radiation therapy departments for the nasopharynx pathology using 

three different configuration methods. SPIDERplan plan evaluation agreed with most of the ROs 

assessments and presented an equivalent variability to that of the ROs choices. To handle decision 

uncertainty when the quality of the plans is very similar, a threshold value was determined for the 

score differences between the plans, below which the plans are considered of equivalent quality. 

For the nasopharynx pathology, any of the configurations tested, i.e., based on local 

preferences or automatically determined from a pool of testing cases, can be used in SPIDERplan 

without loss of accuracy. For other pathologies, any of these configuration methods can/could be set 

before starting using SPIDERplan in clinical practice. 
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3.8. Supplementary material 

 

 

Table S3.1 - Tolerance dose criteria for PTVs and OAR. 

Structures  
Name Tolerance criteria 
  

PTVs D98% ≥ Dp,95% 
  
Spinal cord (SPNLCORD) Dmax ≤ 45Gy 
Brainstem Dmax ≤ 54Gy 
  
Chiasm Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
Left optical Nerve (OPTNRVL) Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
Right optical Nerve (OPTNRVR) Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
Left retina (RETINAL) Dmax ≤ 45Gy 
Right retina (RETINAR) Dmax ≤ 45Gy 
Left lens (LENSL) Dmax ≤ 6Gy 
Right lens (LENSR) Dmax ≤ 6Gy 
  
Left parotid (PAROTIDL) Dmean ≤ 26Gy 
Right parotid (PAROTIDR) Dmean ≤ 26Gy 
Oral cavity (ORALCAV) Dmean ≤ 35Gy 
Oesophagus Dmean ≤ 40Gy 
Larynx Dmean ≤ 45Gy 
  
Left temporal mandibular junction (TMJL) Dmax ≤ 66Gy 
Right temporal mandibular junction (TMJR) Dmax ≤ 66Gy 
Mandible Dmax ≤ 66Gy 
Left ear canal (EARL) Dmean ≤ 45Gy 
Right ear canal (EARR) Dmean ≤ 45Gy 
  
Brain Dmax ≤ 54Gy 
Pituitary Gland (PITUITARY) Dmax ≤ 60Gy 
Thyroid Dmean ≤ 27.5Gy 
Left lung (LUNGL) Dmean ≤ 5Gy 
Right lung (LUNGR) Dmean ≤ 5Gy 

  

Dp – Prescribed dose, Dmax – maximum dose, Dmean – mean dose 
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Highlights 

- Comparison of two beam angle optimization strategies for head-and-neck IMRT for coplanar and 

non-coplanar geometries. 

- Average results highlight global tendencies for beam incidences and case-by-case analysis 

features specific advantages. 

- Beam angular distributions and plan quality of IMRT plans were assessed through graphical tools. 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

Purpose: To compare two beam angle optimization (BAO) algorithms for coplanar and non-coplanar 

geometries in a multicriterial optimization framework. 

Methods: 40 nasopharynx patients were selected for this retrospective planning study. IMRT 

optimized plans were produced by Erasmus-iCycle multicriterial optimization platform. Two different 

algorithms, based on a discrete and on a continuous exploration of the space search, algorithm i and 

B respectively, were used to address BAO. Plan quality evaluation and comparison were performed 

with SPIDERplan. Statistically significant differences between the plans were also assessed. 

Results: For plans using only coplanar incidences, the optimized beam distribution with algorithm i 

is more asymmetric than with algorithm B. For non-coplanar beam optimization, larger deviations 

from coplanarity were obtained with algorithm i than with algorithm B. Globally, both algorithms 

presented near equivalent plan quality scores, with algorithm B presenting a marginally better 

performance than algorithm i. 

Conclusion: Almost all plans presented high quality, profiting from multicriterial and beam angular 

optimization. Although there were not significant differences when average results over the entire 

sample were considered, a case-by-case analysis revealed important differences for some patients. 

 

Keywords: beam angular optimization, multicriteria optimization and plan quality assessment 
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4.1. Introduction 

Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (either static/ dynamic IMRT or volumetric modulated 

arc therapy, VMAT) is becoming the standard technique in radiation therapy. Non-uniform intensity 

fields from multiple directions are used to generate high conformal dose distributions to the tumour. 

For the standard approach of IMRT/VMAT treatment planning, the plan objectives are usually 

described by physical or biological descriptors that are typically incorporated in an objective function 

that will guide the fluence map optimization (FMO) procedure by scoring the goodness of the plan.1 

Searching methods such as linear least squares,2 gradient descent3 or simulated annealing4 are 

used to compute the intensity pattern that provides the best possible trade-off between conflicting 

planning goals. A trial-and-error iterative manual tuning of plan parameters (like weights, objectives 

or beam angles) may be necessary to achieve an acceptable plan. One important difficulty in this 

iterative process is the fact that it is not possible to know the impact that changing one given 

parameter will have in the treatment plan, or what are the interdependencies that exist between the 

different parameters. This iterative process is thus mainly guided by the empirical knowledge of the 

planner. Furthermore, it is also not possible to link the parameters’ values with the desired clinical 

planning goals. As a result, it is not possible to guarantee that the trial-and-error optimization process 

will lead to an optimal plan. This process is also more or less time-consuming depending on the case 

complexity and mostly on the planner skills.5 

Multi-criteria optimization (MCO) methods come up as a natural option to support the IMRT 

treatment planning decision making process. Despite presenting less manual interaction, these 

methods still require some triggering from the planner to obtain good dose distributions. Multiple 

objectives, resulting from the goals assigned to targets and normal tissues, are simultaneously 

maximized (or minimized), instead of a single objective function usually applied for the standard 

approach of inverse planning. As most of the times it is not possible to find a single feasible solution 

that is simultaneously the best one for every objective,6,7 a set of optimal plan solutions containing 

the best possible trade-offs between objectives are presented to the decision maker. 

Beam angle selection plays also an important role in IMRT optimization. An appropriate beam 

angle assembly choice, based on a mathematical criterion rather than on the planner experience or 

on equidistant coplanar arrangement solutions, may lead to important enhancements in the final plan 

dose distribution solution.8 Plan quality improvements can be even more significant if non-coplanar 

directions are included in the optimization process.9 The use of non-coplanar beam angles in VMAT 

was also proposed to combine the benefits of arc therapy, such as short treatment times, with the 

benefits of noncoplanar IMRT plans, such as improved organ sparing. Selected non-coplanar beam 

angle directions can be used as anchor points of the arc therapy trajectory10 which further validate 

the interest of studying the selection of optimal non-coplanar beam angle incidences. Mathematically, 

the beam angular optimization (BAO) problem can be described as a highly non-convex multi-modal 

optimization problem with many local minima,11-13 which ideally requires methods with few computing 

iterations and able to avoid getting trapped in local minimum. BAO solutions are often non-intuitive, 

so it is important to use optimization approaches that are reliable considering their capacity of 

delivering optimal solutions.14 

The BAO problem can be addressed in two different ways. One possibility is to decouple the 

beam angle selection from the FMO and solve the two problems sequentially. In this case, BAO is 

driven by geometrical measures (e.g., beam’s-eye view metrics) or by methods that require prior 

knowledge of the problem.8,15 Although computationally efficient, these methods do not fully account 

for the interplay of beam angles and beamlet weights and plan solution optimality cannot be fully 

guaranteed. Another possibility is to simultaneously address BAO and FMO problems. FMO optimal 
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solutions are used to assess the beams set plan quality during the BAO.13 Two completely different 

mathematical formulations of the BAO problem can be found in the literature: a combinatorial 

formulation, where the interval of possible gantry angles, [0º, 360º[, is discretized into evenly spaced 

angles (e.g. {0º,10º,…,350º} for an angle increment of 10º) and a continuous BAO formulation where 

all possible gantry angles in the interval [0º, 360º[ are considered. For the first approach, a 

combinatorial search for the best ensemble of beams over a discretized space search defined with 

all possible beam incidences can be done using heuristic methods.12,13,16-20 However, as this 

formulation is considered a nondeterministic polynomial time hard problem,21 alternative 

combinatorial approaches have also been developed. The iterative BAO methods wherein the beams 

are iteratively subtracted22 or added23,24 to a beam ensemble, decreasing significantly the possible 

number of combinations, are one the most well-known examples. BAO methods based on the 

continuous exploration of the solutions search space have been explored as an alternative to the 

combinatorial BAO, namely using pattern search methods,9,25 or considering a parallel multistart 

derivative-free optimization framework.9,26 

In the present work, the BAO problem is addressed using two algorithms, one belonging to 

the discrete combinatorial type23 and the other to the continuous space search approach optimization 

class.25 Both algorithms use the FMO objective function to guide the BAO process and the two 

problems are simultaneously addressed. The BAO algorithms were compared over a set of 40 

nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) clinical cases. The correspondent IMRT plans were optimized by an 

automated MCO calculation engine developed by Breedveld et al.27 Coplanar and non-coplanar 

geometry scenarios and different number of beam incidences in treatment delivery were considered 

in this retrospective planning study. The plans were assessed and compared using SPIDERplan,28 

that evaluates the quality of the dose distribution through an intuitive graphic representation and an 

associated score function that are based on dose prescription aims. 

4.2. Materials and methods 

4.2.1. Patient data 

Forty NPC cases, stages T1 - T4; N1 - N3a/N3b, treated with IMRT were selected for this 

study. Planning target volumes (PTV) delineation and dose prescriptions were based on the 

Radiation Therapy Oncology Group and the National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines. 

All cases had simultaneous integrated boost prescription delivered in 33 fractions, 70.0 Gy to the 

tumour PTV and a dose ranging between 54.0 Gy and 59.4 Gy according to the associated risk 

disease level to the lymph nodes PTVs. Some patients had one or more adenopathies that were also 

prescribed with 70.0 Gy. Spinal cord, brainstem, retinas, lens, optical nerves, chiasm, pituitary gland, 

ears, parotids, oral cavity, temporomandibular joints, mandible, oesophagus, larynx, brain, thyroid 

and lungs were also contoured by the radiation oncologist, as shown in Figure S4.1 and S4.2 in the 

Supplementary Material. The organs-at-risk (OAR) tolerance doses were established in agreement 

with the institutional protocol for the nasopharyngeal pathology (the reader is referred to the last 

column of Table S4.1 in the Supplementary Material). 

4.2.2. Plan generation and optimization 

FMO for all plans was handled by Erasmus-iCycle IMRT multicriterial optimization engine.27 

Guided by a wish-list, containing clinical constraints and prioritized objectives, a constraint-based 

method, 2pεc method, is used to automatically generate a single Pareto optimal IMRT solution for a 

given set of beams.27 Beamlets size are set to 10x10 mm2 with 30 mm of scatter radius for IMRT 

optimization and 15 mm for the BAO algorithm implemented within Erasmus iCycle. Dose calculation 

is performed using a pencil-beam dose algorithm with equivalent path length inhomogeneity 

corrections and no fluence segmentation is performed during or after multicriterial optimization. The 
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wish-list template built for NPC cases, was previously customized according to the established 

institutional clinical tolerance criteria using five test cases (Table S4.2 in the Supplementary 

Material). It contained clinical constraints and prioritized objectives that were divided in two 

optimization levels, according to the clinical tolerance doses, the proximity between PTVs and OARs 

and its impact on the dose distribution. This configuration, with a progressive dose optimization 

structure, is appropriate for complex sites, like the NPC cases. It intends to avoid possible limitations 

that may arise when a dose value achieved in an OAR with a high priority restricts the optimization 

of another one with a lower priority. The objectives associated with the PTVs were assigned with the 

Logarithmic Tumour Control Probability (LTCP) function, which is regulated by a cell sensitivity 

parameter (α). For this study, an α value of 0.75 was applied to guarantee that at least 98% of the 

PTV volume receives 95% of the prescription dose (Dp). To allow the minimization of lower prioritized 

objectives, a LTCP sufficient value of 0.5 was defined. The remaining objectives were defined 

according to the OAR type. For organs with a serial architecture a maximum dose objective was 

defined. For parallel architectures a mean dose objective was applied. Also, the dose of non-vital 

OARs, such as lens, optics, retinas, brain or pituitary gland, was minimized using the generalized 

Equivalent Uniform Dose (gEUD) function with a value of the tissue-specific parameter that describes 

the volume effect (a) equal to 12. 

4.2.3. Beam angular optimization 

For BAO of coplanar and non-coplanar beam geometries two different methods were tested. 

Both methods used the optimal FMO value to guide the BAO process and the two problems were 

jointly solved. The number of beams was defined a priori. 

In the first method, developed by Breedveld et al.23,29 and implemented within Erasmus-iCycle, 

BAO is integrated in the plan optimization framework, considering a discretization of the search 

space, i.e. the gantry angle [0º,360º[ and the couch angle [-90º,90º] intervals are discretized into 

equally spaced angles with an angle increment of 5º. Plan generation is done by iteratively adding 

into the plan beams with an optimal orientation. For a given beam arrangement, all possible 

candidates will be combined with the beams already selected for the plan and the candidate beam 

that achieves the lowest score of the fluence optimization problem is added. New beams will be 

sequentially added until the maximum number of beams initially defined is reached. The way the 

iterative BAO algorithm works is described in Algorithm i: 

 

 

Algorithm i 

 

Initialization 

 Define n, the number of beams; 

 Define Θ= {(θi,ϕj
) ,i=1,…,N, j=1,…,M} as the discrete set of possible beam directions; 

 Set x0≔{ } as the set of best beam directions; 

 Set k≔1; 

 

Iteration 

1. Add each direction of Θ (that does not belong to xk-1), one at a time, to xk-1 and compute 

the optimal FMO value of the corresponding beam direction ensemble; 

2. xk≔{xk-1,(θ
k
,ϕ

k)}, where (θ
k
,ϕ

k) is the beam direction of Θ that added to the directions of 

xk-1 leads to the best optimal FMO value; 

3. k≔k+1; 

4. If k≤n return to step 1 for a new iteration. 
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The second approach, developed by Rocha et al.,25 explores the continuous BAO search 

space using a pattern search method, meaning that there is no need to do any kind of discretization. 

These class of methods are directional direct search methods and thus do not require the use of 

derivatives to minimize the objective function. To assure a more effective search for the best objective 

function local minimum, a set of points spanning as much as possible the entire search space is 

defined in a preliminary step of the pattern search optimization. Thus, the objective function values 

of a set of plans with equally spaced orientations that span the entire beam angle search space are 

determined. The pattern search optimization is organized around two steps: the search step and the 

poll step. It starts with the search step where any (global) strategy can be used to improve the best 

objective function value. In this implementation, minimum Frobenius norm quadratic models were 

used to perform a search over the whole search space.30 These quadratic models are based on the 

beam angle sets already considered. If the corresponding objective value is lower than the best 

objective function minimum value, the search step was successful, and it is repeated. Otherwise the 

optimization method proceeds to the poll step, where the current best solution is locally improved 

using the concept of positive basis. If this step fails to obtain a decrease in the objective function 

value, the step-size parameter is reduced. If the step-size becomes smaller than the defined limit the 

process stops, otherwise a new loop of the algorithm is performed starting a new search step. When 

the maximum number of iterations is reached, the pattern search optimization will stop. BAO using 

pattern search is described in Algorithm B: 

 

 

Algorithm B 

 

Initialization 

 Define n, the number of beams; 

 Choose xiϵ[0, 360]n, i=1,…,N, the starting beam direction ensembles; 

 Compute f(xi), i=1,…,N, the optimal FMO value for each of the initial points; 

 Set xi
*≔xi, i=1,…,N, as the best points and fi

*≔f(xi
*), i=1,…,N as the corresponding best 

optimal FMO values; 

 Choose αi>0, i=1,…,N, the initial step size and αmin the minimum step size; 

 

Iteration (for each of the active searches) 

1. Search step. Use a minimum Frobenius norm quadratic model considering the beam angle 

sets already tested to search the entire BAO space. If the objective function value is 

improved, repeat the search step, otherwise proceed to the poll step. 

2. Poll step. Compute f(x), ∀ x∈N(xi
*)={xi

*±αiej,j=1,…,n}, where ej is the j column of identity 

matrix I=[e1…en]; 

3. If poll is successful, i.e. min
N(xi

*)
f(x) <f(xi

*) then 

 xi
*≔ argmin

N(xi
*)

f(x); 

 fi
*≔f(xi

*); 

 
Else 

 αi≔
αi

2
 

 

4. If αi≥αmin return to step 1 for a new iteration, otherwise search started by initial point 𝑥𝑖 

becomes inactive; 
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Output 

 f
*
≔argmin fi

*
 is the best FMO found and x* is the corresponding beam direction ensemble. 

 

 

4.2.4. Study design 

IMRT plans were automatically generated in iCycle for all NPC cases. Based on the defined 

wish-list, plan optimization was performed using 7 coplanar equidistant beams (d7) corresponding to 

the standard clinical option. In a second phase, plan optimization was done by applying beam angular 

optimization. Breedveld et al.23 (algorithm i) and Rocha et al.25 (algorithm B) beam angular 

optimization algorithms were used to generate IMRT plans with 5, 7 and 9 beams (i5, i7, i9 and B5, 

B7, B9, respectively). For both algorithms, coplanar and non-coplanar beam geometries were 

considered. For the non-coplanar case it is important to guarantee that there are no collisions 

between the gantry and the treatment couch (Figure S4.3 in the Supplementary Material). For 

algorithm B, this is usually achieved by strongly penalizing these solutions (assigning a very large 

value for the FMO). This means that these solutions can be found in the algorithms’ search 

procedures but will be discarded since better solutions will be found. For algorithm i, a space search 

is defined before the beginning of the optimization that should avoid collisions. However, due to the 

discretization of the space search, it is not possible to completely prevent beam incidences located 

in regions defined as avoidable. 

4.2.5. Plan assessment and comparison 

Plan assessment and comparison were performed using an independent graphical method 

developed by Ventura et al.28 SPIDERplan, is based on a scoring approach that considers both target 

coverage and individual OAR sparing. In SPIDERplan framework, targets and OARs are divided into 

groups depending on their clinical priorities. A score is determined for each structure based on pre-

defined planning objectives and relative weights. A global plan score is determined as a weighted 

sum of the structures’ individual scores over all groups. This score is just a quality plan indicator 

without any direct correlation with the treatment outcome. All dosimetric plan information is 

graphically represented in customized radar plots. Evaluation of plan quality can be done globally by 

displaying all structures (Structures Plan Diagram - SPD) and groups of structures (Group Plan 

Diagram - GPD). Global plan score is determined as a weighted sum of the structures individual 

scores over all groups as: 

 

 

Global plan score= ∑ wgroup(i) ∑ wstruct(j)Scorestruct(j)

ji 

 
(4.1) 

 

 

where wstruct(j) and Scorestruct(j) are the relative weight and the score of structure j, respectively, and 

wgroup(i) the relative weight of group i. For the PTVs, the score was calculated according to the 

following expression: 

 

 

ScorePTV=
DTC,PTV

DP,PTV

 (4.2) 
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where DTC,PTV corresponds to the tolerance criteria for the PTV (in this case the dose in 98% of the 

PTV that should be at least 95% of the prescribed dose, Table S4.1) and DP,PTV is the planned dose 

in the PTV. This is a target coverage criterion. For the OARs, the score was set as: 

 

 

ScoreOAR=
DP,OAR

DTC,OAR

 (4.3) 

 

 

where DP,OAR is the OAR planned dose and DTC,OAR is the tolerance dose for each OAR. 

A more detailed group evaluation can also be done with the partial group plots (Structures 

Group Diagrams – SGD), where only the structures of that group are represented. As for the SPD 

and GPD, a partial group score complementing the graphical assessment is determined for each 

SGD. 

For this study, all delineated structures were grouped according to their location and clinical 

importance into: PTV group (PTVs), Critical group (spinal cord and brainstem), Optics group (chiasm, 

optical nerves, retinas and lens), DigestOral group (parotids, oral cavity, oesophagus and larynx), 

Bone group (temporal mandibular joint, mandible and ear canals) and Other group (brain, pituitary 

gland, thyroid and lungs). To each group a relative weight of 50%, 30%, 10%, 5%, 3.5% and 1.5%, 

respectively, was pre-assigned by the radiation oncologist. Within each group, the same weight was 

attributed each structure of that group. For detailed information, the reader is referred to Table S4.1 

in the Supplementary material. 

The score of each structure is determined considering the ratio between the clinical tolerance 

criteria and the planned dose. Thus, a value of one is expected if the dose for that structure is equal 

to the respective tolerance value. When a better organ sparing or target coverage is obtained, a 

score less than one will be obtained. Optimal scores will converge to the centre of the radar plot. 

4.2.6. Statistical Analysis 

Statistical comparisons of the mean scores associated with each BAO algorithm and geometry 

sets were performed using IBM SPSS software, version 25. As the same set of patients is used to 

perform IMRT optimization applying the two BAO algorithms and different geometric settings, it was 

assumed that the samples were dependent. As the number of patients selected for this retrospective 

study is greater than 30, it was also considered that the samples follow a normal distribution. 

Statistically significant differences between the families of test were assessed with a randomized 

block design ANOVA test and, if applicable, a post-hoc multiple comparison test using the Tukey 

method. Single pair comparisons were statistically evaluated with the t-test. A level of significance of 

5% was considered for all statistical tests. 

4.2.7. Methodology used for the presentation of results 

The results from the two BAO algorithms were structured in two subsections. In the first 

(section 4.3.1), a beam angle distribution analysis was performed using circular diagrams for the 

coplanar geometries and 2D-maps for the non-coplanar situation. The mean angle incidences 

(calculated by sorting the beam angles calculated for each patient) and the associated standard 

deviation angles of each algorithm and the angles from the equidistant beam angle solution (d7) 

were also represented. For the coplanar geometries, the circular diagrams were composed by three 

concentric rings with an angle section resolution of 10º that were used to represent the relative 

frequencies of the beam angle distribution obtained for the two algorithms. The inner ring of the 

circular diagrams showed the beam angle distribution of the BAO with 5 beams, the middle ring 

corresponds to the optimization with 7 beams and in the external ring the 9 beams results were 

shown. Each ring was divided into eight regions, described in Table 4.1, commonly used in the clinical 
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routine to label beam/patient orientations. For the non-coplanar plans, 2D-maps were used to 

perform the beam angle distribution analysis. A grid resolution of 10º was considered. The gantry 

angles axis (vertical) was divided in the same groups defined as for the coplanar case. The couch 

angles axis (horizontal) was grouped into five regions also included in Table 4.1. The dosimetric 

performance of BAO optimizations is presented in section 4.3.2 using SPIDERplan analysis. A mean 

global analysis of the plans dose distribution quality was performed using the global plan score and 

the partial group scores described above. Furthermore, an individual analysis for some patients with 

relevant global results was performed by presenting the GPD and SGDs of interest. 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Beam angle distribution 

The frequency analysis of the beam angle distribution of algorithms i and B for 5, 7 and 9 

beams is shown in Figure 4.1 (coplanar setting) and Figure 4.2 (non-coplanar setting). 

In Figure 4.1, the beam angles for the equidistant beam angle solution (red dash lines) and 

the mean angle incidences (black solid pointers) with the associated standard deviation (grey solid 

arcs are also represented in each circular beam diagram. The two coplanar BAO approaches 

presented distinct beam angular distribution patterns. In algorithm i (i5, i7 and i9), based on an 

iterative BAO framework, the beam angular distribution across the regions was asymmetric with 

preferred regions very well defined as the LOP, the anterior or the ROP regions. The relative 

frequency values were comprehended between 4% and 22%. The higher relative frequency values, 

corresponding to the preferred irradiation directions, were the LOP region and the anterior region in 

i5 set and also the ROP region in i7 and i9 sets. For algorithm B (B5, B7 and B9), a more evenly 

angular distribution was obtained, with relative frequency values ranging between 8% and 18%. For 

all sets, the anterior, the posterior and the LOP regions presented the higher relative frequency 

values. For both algorithms, anterior-oblique and lateral orientations were not often selected as good 

irradiation directions regardless the number of beams used. The difference between the optimal 

mean angle and the correspondent equidistant beam was 0.8º±34º for algorithm i and 1.5º±19.9º for 

algorithm B. 

In Figure 4.2, for the non-coplanar BAO modality, the gantry angle distribution and the couch 

angle distributions are presented by a relative frequency 2D-map. The gantry angles axis and the 

couch angles axis were divided into regions of interest, referred in Table 4.1. For simplification each 

region, composed of a set of gantry and couch angles, will first be named with the gantry region 

Table 4.1 - Gantry and couch regions defined for the beam angular distribution analysis. The gantry regions 
were applied for the coplanar and non-coplanar analysis (circular diagrams and 2D-maps, respectively) and 

the couch regions to the non-coplanar analysis. 

Gantry  Couch 

Region label 
Angle 
region 

 Region label 
Angle 
region 

     

Anterior [340º, 20º[  Left coronal (LCOR) [-90º, -70º[ 

Left oblique anterior (LOA) [20º, 70º[  Oblique left non-coplanar (OLNC) [-70º, -20º[ 

Left lateral (LL) [70º, 110º[  Central non-coplanar (CNC) [-20º, 20º[ 

Left oblique posterior (LOP) [110º, 160º[  Oblique right non-coplanar (ORNC) [20, 70º[ 

Posterior [160º, 200º[  Right coronal (RCOR) [70, 90º] 

Right oblique posterior (ROP) [200º, 250º[    

Right lateral (RL) [250º, 290º[    

Right oblique anterior (ROA) [290º, 340º[    
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followed by the couch region (for instance, posterior_CNC). In Figure 4.2, the beams position for the 

equidistant coplanar beam plans are shown by the red dots, the individual beam incidences obtained 

by angular incidences by small black dots, the correspondent mean angle incidences by the large 

black dots and the associated standard deviation by the grey ellipses. Avoidance incidences, 

corresponding to potential collisions between gantry and couch, were represented by yellow grid 

squares. The two non-coplanar BAO algorithms presented again distinct beam distribution patterns. 

In algorithm i, most of the beams were uniformly distributed over the space, with relative frequencies 

ranging between 0% (white squares in Figure 4.2) and 7% (cyan). Interestingly, the preferred 

irradiation directions selected by algorithm i where almost neglected by algorithm B where relative 

frequency values of less than 1% were obtained. In algorithm B, with relative frequency values 

ranging between 0% and 13%, it is possible to define a pattern for the beam’s angular distribution. 

In fact, the non-coplanarity is almost confined to couch angulation between -20º and 20º, 

corresponding to the CNC region. The remaining regions presented relative frequency values inferior 

to 2%. 

The average beam incidences, and especially the standard deviation values, for both 

algorithms are quite different. Graphically, this can be perceived in Figure 4.2 by the clear separation 

between the ellipses for algorithm B while for algorithm i the standard deviations ellipses overlap 

each other. Furthermore, the distance between the mean incident angles (large black dots) and the 

correspondent equidistant solution (red dots) are closer in algorithm B than in algorithm i. 

4.3.2. SPIDERplan scores analysis 

4.3.2.1. Global plan analysis 

The values of the global plan score, implemented in SPIDERplan, for the d7 plans (equidistant 

beams) and coplanar and non-coplanar BAO of algorithms B and i for 5, 7 and 9 beams are shown 

in Figure 4.3a. The mean SPIDERplan global plan scores ranged between 0.901 and 0.947. The 

lowest mean plan scores, i.e. the plans with better overall score performance, were obtained by B9 

non-coplanar (B9nc) and B9 coplanar (B9c) sets. i9c plans attained the third best score while i9nc 

Figure 4.1 - Angular representation of the relative frequencies of the coplanar BAO of algorithms i and B for 5, 7 
and 9 beams. The colour represents the relative frequencies obtained for each angle section: a hot colour is 
associated to a high relative frequency and a cold colour to a low relative frequency value. The mean angle 

incidences and the associated standard deviation angle values of each algorithm were represented with black 
solid pointers and grey solid arcs respectively. The red dash lines represent the beam angles of the equidistant 

beam angle solution (d7). 
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set only achieved the eighth best score immediately below all plans using 7 beams. B5c and B5nc 

plans, respectively, obtained a better performance than i7nc. The highest mean global plan scores, 

and therefore the worst overall plan performances, were obtained with the i5nc and i5c sets. 

The statistical analysis that was carried out allowed the identification of pairs of algorithms and 

beam angle configurations such that the generated treatment plans cannot be considered as being 

Figure 4.2 - 2D map representation of the relative frequencies of the non-coplanar BAO of algorithm i and B 
for 5, 7 and 9 beams. The gantry angles values are represented on the vertical axis and the couch angles 

on the horizontal axis. The colour represents the relative frequencies obtained for each angle section: a hot 
colour is associated to a high relative frequency. The mean angle incidences and the associated standard 

deviation angle values of each algorithm were represented with big black solid pointers and grey solid 
ellipses respectively. The small black solid pointers represent the angles incidence obtained with the BAO 

for all patients. The red solid points represent the beam angles values of the equidistant beam angle 
solution (d7). 
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different from a statistical point of view. The results of the statistical analysis and the resulting p-

value of each comparison led to seven subsets, grouping the algorithms that did not present 

statistically significant differences. It was thus possible to build sets, as presented by the horizontal 

axis of Figure 4.3b, such that each set includes similar treatment planning results. As an example, 

subset 1 shown in Figure 4.3b, with the lowest global plan scores, includes B9nc, B9c, i9c, B7nc and 

B7c meaning that the quality of these plans is statistically equivalent. Statistically significant 

differences were found between plans B9nc (positioned in subset 1) and plans i9nc (belonging to 

subsets 4 and 5). These results also show that BAO may bring no benefit to plan quality when 

compared to the equidistant beam angle solution - all those solutions that overlap the red solid line 

belonging to subsets 3, 4 and 5, like i9c, i7nc, i9nc, B7nc or B7c, do not significantly differ from it. 

However, better plan scores were obtained when the number of beams increased to 9 beams, as in 

B9c and B9nc (subset 1), compared to 7 beams (i7nc or d7). Also, while a statistically significant 

difference in plan quality was found between non-coplanar and coplanar plans using 9 beams whose 

positions were determined by algorithm i, for algorithm B, non-coplanarity brought no improvement 

in terms of plan quality. It is interesting to observe that, for algorithm i and 9 beams, the 9 beam 

coplanar plans were better than the non-coplanar ones. 

The mean scores of coplanar and non-coplanar sets of algorithms i and B are compared in 

Figure 4.4a and d, respectively. For algorithm i, the coplanar set had a lower mean score than the 

non-coplanar set (p=0.002) whereas for algorithm B, non-coplanar plans were statistically equivalent 

to coplanar ones (p=0.960). Statistically significant differences were also found between non-

coplanar plans optimized by algorithm i and B (p=0.000), in favour of non-coplanar B plans, (Figure 

4.4e). The overall superior performance of algorithm B over algorithm i was statistically significant 

(p=0.000), as demonstrated in Figure 4.4f. 

4.3.2.2. Group plan analysis 

The quality of the plans based on BAO algorithms B and i was assessed also using the 

information generated by SPIDERplan diagrams (Figure S4.4 - S4.8 in the Supplementary Material). 

Generally, the group score agreed with the analysis performed for the global plan score section. 

Almost all structure groups included in the optimization got mean scores below 1, meaning that the 

clinical criteria were on average accomplished. The exception was the DigestOral group, where for 

Figure 4.3 - a) SPIDERplan Global Plan scores, corresponding to all 40 clinical cases (triangles), for d7 
and for coplanar and non-coplanar BAO of algorithms i (coplanar plans: i5c, i7c, i9c, non-coplanar plans: 
i5nc, i7nc and i9nc) and B (B5c, B7c, B9c, B5nc, B7nc and B9nc). b) Homogenous subsets resulting from 

post-hoc multiple comparisons test using the Tukey method with a level of significance of 5% of the 
SPIDERplan global plan scores of each algorithm for coplanar and non-coplanar BAO. 
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the parotids and for the oral cavity planned doses surpassed tolerance doses. Differences in the 

mean group scores between non-coplanar plans of algorithm i and the remaining plans and between 

9 beams and 5 beams plans of algorithms i and B were also obtained for the Optics and the 

DigestOral groups, respectively. 

The plans with higher number of beams and a non-coplanar geometry tend to lead to dose 

distributions with better quality, i.e. higher PTV coverage and higher OAR sparing. Some exceptions 

were found for the Optics and Bone groups. In the Optics group, the best scores were found for the 

coplanar beam geometries of algorithm B and the worst for the non-coplanar sets of algorithm i. For 

the Bone group, either the non-coplanar or the coplanar plans of algorithm B achieved the best 

performances, while the coplanar and the non-coplanar sets of algorithm i got the worst scores. 

Globally, algorithm i presented better scores for the two most important groups (PTV and Critical 

group), while algorithm B got the best scores for the remaining groups. However, the differences in 

plan quality for each structure group between the two algorithms were statistically significant just for 

the Optics and Bone groups, which included the OARs with the lowest clinical weight. 

  

Figure 4.4 - Comparison between different plans optimized with algorithms i or B using coplanar or non-
coplanar beams. 
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4.3.2.3. Individual patient analysis 

The decision of which beam set-up should be used in a given patient must be well pondered 

and clinically assessed case by case. In Figure 4.3a, two patients (patient #8 and #14) were identified 

with notorious high scores (worst plan quality). For patient #8 (red triangles in Figure 4.3a), all plans 

obtained a global score superior to 1 and presented mean percent differences between the coplanar 

and the non-coplanar sets for algorithms i and B of -8% and -5%, respectively. For patient #14 (blue 

triangles in Figure 4.3a), two plans exceeding the score threshold defined for SPIDERplan, presented 

an apparent contradictory score difference, wherein plan i5nc was better (lower score) than plan 

i7nc. The assessment of plan quality for patients #8 and #14 is presented in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, using 

the GPD and the SGDs of SPIDERplan. Plans using equidistant beam angles (d7) and the plans with 

Figure 4.5 - SPIDERplan of patient number 8 and structures group diagram for PTV group, Optics group and 
DigestOral group. 
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the best and worst global plan scores were selected for this individual analysis. One or more 

additional sets were also considered to emphasize some results of interest observed in each patient. 

For patient #8 (corresponding to Figure S4.1 in the Supplementary Material) the best global 

plan score was achieved by plan i9nc (global plan score of 1.026) and the worst global plan score, 

of 1.172, was obtained with plan i5c. An increase of 15% percent in plan quality of i9nc plan, when 

compared with i5c, was achieved when SPIDERplan global score is adopted as plan quality scoring 

metric. A percent difference of +11% was obtained between the global plan scores of i9nc and i9c. 

These differences highlight the potential benefits that can arise from angular optimization including 

non-coplanar beam angle incidences. The largest difference between the tolerance and the planned 

dose was obtained for the Optics group and the DigestOral group (Figure 4.5). For the PTV group 

and in the Critical group some score values slightly higher than 1 were also obtained for some plans 

due to the proximity between the primary tumour mass, prescribed to 70 Gy, and the retinas, the 

optical nerves, the chiasm, the brainstem, the ears and the oral cavity. The increase in the number 

Figure 4.6 - SPIDERplan of patient number 14 and structures group diagram for Optics group, DigestOral 
group and Other group. 
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of beams with non-coplanar geometries led to important improvements in the OAR sparing, 

especially in the lens and the parotids but also in PTV coverage. Nevertheless, these improvements 

were not extensible to all structures where even worst results were obtained for the oral cavity when 

9 non-coplanar beams were used. 

For patient #14 (corresponding to Figure S4.2 in the Supplementary Material), B9c presented 

the best global plan score and i7nc the worst performance. A mean percent difference in the global 

score of -10% was achieved when coplanar and non-coplanar sets of algorithm i were compared 

(Figure 4.6). For algorithm B, this mean percent difference was close to 0%, meaning that for this 

patient the non-coplanarity did not bring any advantage for algorithm B. Significant differences 

between the considered plans can be identified for the lens (Optics group), the left ear (Bone group) 

and for the left parotid (Digest Oral group). All structures but the right lens presented better scores 

for plans with higher number of beams and/or non-coplanar geometry. For the right lens, however, 

i5nc presented a better score than i7nc. This configures a situation where a larger number of beams 

did not bring improvements to the overall plan quality. Analysing the specific anatomy of patient #14, 

it is possible to observe that the primary mass PTV was well below the optical structures (chiasm, 

optical nerves, retinas and lens). This influenced the non-coplanar BAO process and probably the 

SPIDERplan analysis results, since some of the considered clinical criteria could probably have been 

relaxed. 

4.4. Discussion 

In this work, the plans produced by two BAO algorithms, i and B, were evaluated and 

compared for NPC tumour cases. Forty clinical cases were retrospectively used to automatically 

determine the best incidences of 5, 7 and 9 beams plan sets with coplanar and non-coplanar 

geometries. The BAO and the FMO problems were addressed together by using a multicriterial IMRT 

optimization framework to guide the process. Algorithm i is based on a combinatorial iterative discrete 

search approach and is embedded in the multicriterial optimization framework. Algorithm B is based 

on a continuous space search using a pattern search method. It is also possible to consider the 

optimization of the number of beams. This can be done in a trivial way, by running different 

optimization procedures, each one for a different number of angles. The choice of the number of 

angles could also be incorporated in the optimization algorithm but given the complexity of the BAO 

the inclusion of one more degree of freedom could actually lead to worse results (since the size of 

the possible solutions space would be enlarged). In the final optimization phase 240 plans with 27 

associated structures were generated for each algorithm. Starting from the equidistant solution, BAO 

plans were considered, covering an expressive universe of 3640 beam incidences, 520 plans and 

14040 dosimetric structures statistics available to be analysed. The analysis of this large amount of 

data was done from two perspectives: the characterization of the beam angle distribution over the 

space search and the assessment of the quality of the dose distribution of the generated plans. To 

our knowledge, this is the first work that compares these two types of class methods for head and 

neck cancer taking into consideration all the clinical structures using subjacent clinical criteria. 

Furthermore, the graphical options ad-hoc constructed for this purpose, the circular diagrams for the 

coplanar case and the 2D-map for the non-coplanar one, enable an efficient global analysis that 

otherwise would be difficult to be performed. 

The relative frequency patterns of the beam angle distribution for coplanar and non-coplanar 

beams geometries seemed to be conditioned by the optimization strategy followed by each algorithm. 

In algorithm i, beams with optimal orientation were iteratively added into the plan after being 

combined with the beams already selected in a discretized space search. For plans using coplanar 

beams, this cumulative beam adding methodology generated a non-uniform angle distribution pattern 

where it is possible to clearly identify favourite irradiation directions and regions of low preference. 

For non-coplanar beam plans this asymmetric beam distribution pattern with well-defined preferred 
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incidences blurred into an almost uniform beam distribution pattern. This pattern change is a natural 

consequence of the selection of beam incidences over almost all the available space search. In 

algorithm B, the search for the best ensemble is initially done by considering a fixed number of 

incidences defined from the best equidistant coplanar angle set solution. This preliminary 

optimization is followed by the application of the pattern search method considering a continuous 

space search. Although the equidistant beam ensemble seems to be the most reasonable BAO 

starting point for this approach, the beam angle distribution maps presented patterns that may be 

strongly influenced by the initial solution. For coplanar geometries an almost uniform pattern, with 

low relative frequency values was patent in the circular diagram of frequencies. For the non-coplanar 

situation, the results follow the starting point option, being the non-coplanarity confined to modest 

deviations from zero couch position (±20º). Comparing the mean incidences and the associated 

standard deviations obtained by the two optimization algorithms, once again the optimization strategy 

of each of the algorithms is patent, leading algorithm i to more distributed incidence solutions and 

algorithm B proposing solutions closer to the initial equidistant case. 

The quality assessment and comparison of the plans generated with BAO was performed 

using three types of approaches: a global plan analysis, a group plan analysis and an individual 

analysis of selected patients. This methodology was accomplished by the determination of 

SPIDERplan scores and an appropriate statistical analysis that conferred to the process the 

possibility to evaluate the dosimetric quality of the BAO with different levels of specificity. Increasing 

the number of beams brought improvements to the plan dose distribution. Nevertheless, for most 

cases only the comparison between 9 beam plans and 5 beam plans was significant statistical. 

Algorithm B showed a more consistent behaviour and presented, by a moderate difference in 

score, a better performance than algorithm i. For the studied NPC tumour cases, on average, non-

coplanarity brought no improvements to plan quality. For algorithm B, a better score was obtained 

when non-coplanar beams were compared with the corresponding coplanar solution but this 

difference was not statistically significant. These results confirmed some empirical impressions 

shared by many planners. In face of highly complex planning cases, beyond the manual tuning of 

the objectives and the associated weights, planners usually try to play with the initial beam angle 

incidences or to increase the number of beams in order to improve the plans. The general assumption 

that plan quality improves when the number of beams increases is also supported by the results 

usually achieved with VMAT ("infinite" number of beam directions). Nevertheless, for the studied 

pathology, BAO seemed to bring only marginal improvements to the plan quality. A first explanation 

may be related with the anatomy of the NPC cases, where the PTVs with large extensions (up to 25 

cm of height), the high number of critical structures along the field of irradiation and minimum 

exposure requirement for the remaining normal tissues may limit the optimization of the beam 

incidences. Another justification can be found in the use of the same wish-list for all patients and for 

both BAO approaches. The improvement that can be obtained by BAO is intrinsically linked to the 

FMO approach. Since the resources and time needed to find an optimal beam set are costly, if 

manual tuning is needed then the clinical utility of BAO must be seriously appraised. If BAO can be 

done in an automated way, then it will represent an added-value, since it can bring interesting 

improvements for some patients. In Erasmus-iCycle, the treatment planning procedure is almost 

automatic. The only think that is asked to the planner before the planning is to build and validate a 

wish-list that will guide the multicriterial optimization process. For the NPC pathology, five test cases 

were used in the validation process. This initial configuration does not take long, and it has a reduced 

impact on the overall time spent with the optimization. More expressive score differences between 

the treatment planning sets could be achieved if the SPIDERplan score could be embedded in the 

BAO process as suggested by Rocha et al. 26 As SPIDERplan methodology incorporates the radiation 

oncologist preferences, it could confer to the BAO process some proximity to the clinical aims and 

thus improve overall plan quality. 
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The overall weaker performance of algorithm i, when compared with algorithm B, is related 

with the results of the non-coplanar optimization in the Optics and in the Bone groups, since for the 

remaining groups these sets presented the best SPIDERplan scores. For the Bone group, although 

the non-coplanar optimization of algorithm i presented a better performance than the coplanar set of 

algorithm i, it was inferior to the coplanar optimization of algorithm B. For the Optics group, the results 

of the non-coplanar sets of algorithm i were by far the worst when compared with the remaining sets. 

Due to the anatomic localisation of the structures of these two groups and also to the optimization 

methodology subjacent to algorithm i, it was not expected that the non-coplanar optimization 

presented such results that were on average below the score tolerance but were worse than the 

remaining sets. 

The weaker performance of non-coplanar solutions for algorithm i compared to coplanar plans 

is unexpected as the coplanar problem is a sub-solution of the non-coplanar problem. This might be 

a result of the complexity of BAO, a highly nonconvex problem with many local minima, particularly 

for complex tumour sites as NPC with a large number of OARs. Obtaining the optimal solution is 

quite difficult, particularly for the non-coplanar case that explores a vaster search space. As it is not 

possible to guarantee that the optimal solution is found, and the algorithms do not perform an 

exhaustive search (which would be prohibitive both in terms of time and computational resources), it 

is possible that the best coplanar solution is not found when looking for a non-coplanar solution. A 

simple strategy to improve the performance of algorithm B would be to include the optimal solution 

of the coplanar BAO in the set of initial starting solutions. However, that strategy cannot be used for 

algorithm i, since it fixes one direction at each iteration. Whenever one direction is fixed, the search 

space is restricted in one dimension, meaning that there are solutions in the search space that cannot 

be visited in the subsequent iterations. The algorithm may be prevented from exploring better regions 

and the probability of getting trapped in local minima increases. 

An important application of non-coplanar BAO is its importance in the calculation of non-

coplanar intensity-modulated arc trajectories in VMAT. In fact, some of the arc trajectory algorithms 

are two-step approaches where, in the first step, non-coplanar BAO is performed using previously 

tested BAO algorithms and, in a second step, an arc trajectory optimization is performed using the 

beam directions found in the first step as anchor points.10 The fact that algorithm B obtain solutions 

for a more limited range of couch angles, with a superior quality to the solutions of algorithm i, might 

represent a competitive advantage for its use in the calculation of non-coplanar trajectories in VMAT 

planning. 

4.5. Conclusions 

In this work the beam angle optimization IMRT was addressed using forty head-and-neck 

cancer clinical cases. Two algorithms, based on a combinatorial iterative (algorithm i) and on a 

continuous exploration of the space search (algorithm B) approaches, were assessed and compared 

for coplanar and non-coplanar beam geometries. A graphical method for plan quality assessment 

and comparison, named SPIDERplan, was used. The two algorithms were assessed through the 

analysis of the beam angle distribution and of the plan quality. The great amount of generated data 

was managed through graphical plots that enabled efficient global analysis and comparisons. 

Algorithm i for coplanar optimization presented a less uniform angle distribution pattern whereas for 

non-coplanar optimization the beam distribution pattern was almost uniform. For algorithm B, both 

beam angles geometries options were strongly influenced by the starting equidistant solution. 

Concerning assessment and comparison of plan quality for BAO algorithms, slightly better score 

performance was achieved by algorithm B, when compared to algorithm i. For algorithm B, coplanar 

and non-coplanar beam angle geometries were statistically equivalent, while for algorithm i, non-

coplanar solutions were statistically worse than the correspondent coplanar due to the optimization 
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strategy followed by this algorithm. Nevertheless, for specific patients strong benefits were obtained, 

and angle optimization proved to be valuable. 

The results of the present study can potentially be applied in VMAT planning through the 

calculation of non-coplanar modulated arc trajectories. 
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4.8. Supplementary material 

 

Table S4.1 - Groups, structures and weights considered for SPIDERplan processing (Dp – Prescribed 
dose, Dmax – maximum dose, Dmean – mean dose). 

Groups  Structures  

Name 
Group 

Weight  Name 
Structure 

Weight 
Tolerance 

criteria 
      

PTV  50%  PTVs 100% D98% ≥ Dp,95% 
      
Critical  30%  Spinal cord (SPNLCORD) 50% 

 
Dmax ≤ 45Gy 

   Brainstem Dmax ≤ 54Gy 
      
Optics  10%  Chiasm 14.3% Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
   Left optical nerve (OPTNRVL)  Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
   Right optical nerve (OPTNRVR)  Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
   Left retina (RETINAL)  Dmax ≤ 45Gy 
   Right retina (RETINAR)  Dmax ≤ 45Gy 
   Left lens (LENSL)  Dmax ≤ 6Gy 
   Right lens (LENSR)  Dmax ≤ 6Gy 
      
DigestOral  5%  Left parotid (PAROTIDL) 20% Dmean ≤ 26Gy 
   Right parotid (PAROTIDR)  Dmean ≤ 26Gy 
   Oral cavity (ORALCAV)  Dmean ≤ 35Gy 
   Oesophagus  Dmean ≤ 40Gy 
   Larynx  Dmean ≤ 45Gy 
      
Bone 3.5%  Left temporal mandibular junction (TMJL) 20% Dmax ≤ 66Gy 
   Right temporal mandibular junction (TMJR)  Dmax ≤ 66Gy 
   Mandible  Dmax ≤ 66Gy 
   Left ear canal (EARL)  Dmean ≤ 45Gy 
   Right ear canal (EARR)  Dmean ≤ 45Gy 
      
Other  1.5%  Brain 20% Dmax ≤ 54Gy 
   Pituitary Gland (PITUITARY)  Dmax ≤ 60Gy 
   Thyroid  Dmean ≤ 27.5Gy 
   Left lung (LUNGL)  Dmean ≤ 5Gy 
   Right lung (LUNGR)  Dmean ≤ 5Gy 
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Table S4.2 - General wish-list defined for NPC cases. 

Level  Priority  Structure  Type  Goal  Sufficient  Parameters 
             

Constraints             

    PTVx1,2-N1+N2*  maximum   Dp,107%     

    PTV70-T1   maximum   Dp,107%     

    PTVx1,2-N1+N2 shell†  maximum   Dp,107%     

    SPINAL CORD   maximum   45 Gy      

    BRAINSTEM  maximum   54 Gy      

    OPTICS+  maximum   55 Gy      

    RETINAS   maximum   45 Gy      

    RING PTVx1,2-N1+N2‡  maximum   Dp,85%     

    RING PTV70-T1ᶲ  maximum   Dp,85%     

    EXTERNAL RING¥  maximum   45 Gy      

    Unspecified Tissue   maximum   69.96 Gy      

             

Objectives             

1  1  PTVx1,2-N1+N2   LTCP   1   0.5   Dp=59.40 Gy, α=0.75  

  2  PTV70-T1   LTCP   1   0.5   Dp=69.96 Gy, α=0.75  

  3  PTVx1,2-N1+N2 shell   LTCP   1   0.5   Dp=59.40 Gy, α=0.75 

  4  EXTERNAL RING   maximum   Dmax,95%      

  5  SPINAL CORD   maximum   Dmax,95%     

  6  BRAINSTEM   maximum   Dmax,95%     

  7  OPTICS   maximum   Dmax,95%     

  8  RETINAS   maximum   Dmax,95%     

  9  LENS   gEUD   12 Gy     a=12 

  10  EARS  mean  50 Gy        

  11  PAROTIDS  mean  50 Gy        

  12  ORAL CAVITY  mean  45 Gy        

  13  TMJ  maximum  66 Gy        

  14  MANDIBLE  maximum  66 Gy        

  15  OESOPHAGUS  mean  45 Gy        

  16  LARYNX  mean  45 Gy        

             

2  17  OPTICS   gEUD   48 Gy       a=12  

  18  RETINAS  gEUD   22 Gy       a=12  

  19  LENS   gEUD   6 Gy       a=12  

  20  EARS  mean   45 Gy          

  21  PAROTIDS   mean   26 Gy          

  22  ORAL CAVITY   mean   35 Gy          

  23  OESOPHAGUS   mean   35 Gy          

  24  LARYNX   mean   35 Gy         

  25  BRAIN   gEUD   54 Gy      a=12  

  26  PITUITARY GLAND   gEUD   60 Gy      a=12  

  27  THYROID   mean   27.5 Gy         

  28  LUNGS   mean   5 Gy         
             

*PTVx1,2-N1+N2 - Union of PTVx1-N1 and PTVx2-N2, +OPTICS - Union of optical nerves and chiasm, 
†PTVx1,2-N1+N2 shell - Subtraction of a 10 mm margin of PTV70-T1 to PTVx1,2-N1+N2, ‡RING PTVx1,2-
N1+N2 – Ring of 10 mm of thickness at 10 mm distance from PTVx1,2-N1+N2, ᶲRING PTV70-T1 – Ring 
of 10 mm of thickness at 10 mm distance from PTV70-T1, ¥EXTERNAL RING - ring of 10 mm thickness 

next to patient outer contour 
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Figure S4.1 - PTVs and OARs delineated by the radiation oncologist on some of the planning CT images for 
NPC patient #8. 

 

 
 

Figure S4.2 - PTVs and OARs delineated by the radiation oncologist on some of the planning CT images for 
NPC patient #14.  
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Figure S4.3 - Representation of the beam directions considered for the non-coplanar beam angular 
optimization. 

 

 

PTV group 
 

 
 

Figure S4.4 - Homogenous subsets resulting from post-hoc multiple comparisons test using the Tukey 
method with a level of significance of 5% of the mean PTV group scores for: a)  coplanar and non-coplanar 

BAO of algorithms B (B5c, B7c, B9c, B5nc, B7nc and B9nc) and i (i5c, i7c, i9c, i5nc, i7nc and i9nc); b) the set 
of coplanar and non-coplanar algorithms B (Bc and Bnc) and i (ic and inc). c) Mean PTV group score of all 

sets of algorithms i and B. 
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Critical group 
 

 
 

Figure S4.5 - a) Homogenous subsets resulting from post-hoc multiple comparisons test using the Tukey 
method with a level of significance of 5% of the mean Critical group scores for coplanar and non-coplanar 

BAO of algorithms B (B5c, B7c, B9c, B5nc, B7nc and B9nc) and i (i5c, i7c, i9c, i5nc, i7nc and i9nc); b) Mean 
Critical group score of all sets of algorithms i and B. 

 

 

 

Optics group 
 

 
 

Figure S4.6 - Homogenous subsets resulting from post-hoc multiple comparisons test using the Tukey 
method with a level of significance of 5% of the mean Optics group scores for: a) coplanar and non-coplanar 
BAO of algorithms B (B5c, B7c, B9c, B5nc, B7nc and B9nc) and i (i5c, i7c, i9c, i5nc, i7nc and i9nc); b) the set 
of coplanar and non-coplanar algorithms B (Bc and Bnc) and i (ic and inc). c) Mean Optics group score of all 

sets of algorithms i and B. 
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DigestOral group 
 

 
 

Figure S4.7 - Homogenous subsets resulting from post-hoc multiple comparisons test using the Tukey 
method with a level of significance of 5% of the mean DigestOtal group scores for: a) coplanar and non-

coplanar BAO of algorithms B (B5c, B7c, B9c, B5nc, B7nc and B9nc) and i (i5c, i7c, i9c, i5nc, i7nc and i9nc); 
b) the set of coplanar and non-coplanar algorithms B (Bc and Bnc) and i (ic and inc). c) Mean DigestOral 

group score of all sets of algorithms i and B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bone group 
 

 
 

Figure S4.8 - Homogenous subsets resulting from post-hoc multiple comparisons test using the Tukey 
method with a level of significance of 5% of the mean Bone group scores for: a) coplanar and non-coplanar 

BAO of algorithms B (B5c, B7c, B9c, B5nc, B7nc and B9nc) and i (i5c, i7c, i9c, i5nc, i7nc and i9nc); b) the set 
of coplanar and non-coplanar algorithms B (Bc and Bnc) and i (ic and inc). c) Mean Bone group score of all 

sets of algorithms i and B. 
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Abstract 

Radiation therapy (RT) main purpose is to eliminate, in a controlled way, all tumor cells sparing as 

much as possible the normal tissues. Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) is becoming the 

standard treatment technique in RT. Beam angle optimization (BAO) has potential to confer more 

quality to IMRT inverse planning process compared to manual trial and error approaches. In this 

study, the BAO advantages in head-and-neck patients are highlighted, using a patient specific 

analysis. Fluence optimization was done with Erasmus-iCycle multicriterial engine and BAO 

optimization was performed using two different algorithms: a combinatorial iterative algorithm and an 

algorithm based on a pattern search method. Plan assessment and comparison was performed with 

the graphical tool SPIDERplan. Among a set of forty studied nasopharynx cancer cases, three 

patients have been select for the specific analysis presented in this work. BAO presented plan quality 

improvements when beam angular optimized plans were compared with the equidistant beam angle 

solution and when plans based on non-coplanar beams geometries were compared with coplanar 

arrangements. Improvement in plan quality with a reduced number of beams was also achieved, in 

one case. For all cases, BAO generated plans with higher target coverage and better sparing of the 

normal tissues. 

 

Keywords: Radiation therapy, beam angle optimization, plan assessment, head-and-neck cancer.
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5.1. Introduction 

Radiation therapy (RT) is one of the most important therapeutic options used in the battle 

against cancer. It makes use of ionizing radiation to eliminate in a controlled way the tumour cells, 

sparing as much as possible the adjacent normal tissues. Intensity-modulated radiation therapy 

(IMRT) is a radiation therapy technique that enables the generation of conformal dose distributions 

to the target volume by delivering non-uniform intensity fields from multiple directions. IMRT 

treatment planning uses inverse planning techniques, wherein an objective function containing the 

desired plan objectives guides the fluence map optimization (FMO) by scoring the goodness of the 

plan.1 The FMO will determine the beam intensities for each of the selected angles. Most of the times, 

an empirical trial-and-error manual tuning of plan parameters (like weights, objectives or beam 

angles) is done until an acceptable plan is achieved. This planning framework is extremely 

dependent on the planner skills and experience and on the case complexity.2 Moreover, it is not 

possible to guarantee that an optimal plan is found. The IMRT optimization process should be tackled 

by more reliable methods and algorithms such as multi-criteria optimization, beam angle optimization 

(BAO) and eventually by machine learning automated techniques. 

BAO methods have contributed to the enhancement of the IMRT optimization process. A beam 

angle selection based on mathematical criteria may lead to important improvements in the quality of 

the plan dose distribution3 that can be even more expressive if non-coplanar beam geometries are 

available in the optimization process.4 The BAO problem mathematically described as a highly non-

convex multi-modal optimization problem with many local minima5 can be addressed separately or 

jointly with the FMO problem. For the coupled modality, the FMO solution guides the BAO problem 

along the optimization6, where the best beam ensemble can be achieved using heuristic methods in 

exhaustive combinatorial searches over a discretized space search6-8 or alternatively using pattern 

search methods9 or multistart derivative-free optimization frameworks4 that continuously explore the 

search space. 

The purpose of this work is to highlight the advantages of BAO for the head-and-neck 

pathology following a patient specific analysis approach. From a set of forty nasopharyngeal (NPC) 

studied cases, particular patient cases were selected to show the improvements that can be obtained 

in plan quality when BAO plans are compared with the equidistant beam angle solution and when 

coplanar and non-coplanar BAO sets are confronted. To complete this patient specific analysis, a 

third case where it is possible to get improved plans diminishing the number of beams is also 

evaluated, to emphasize how the individual patient anatomy may influence the results. 

5.2. Materials and methods 

For this study, three cases were selected among a set of forty NPC clinical cases, previously 

studied. All cases had a simultaneous integrated boost prescription composed of two dose levels, 

where the tumour planning target volume (PTV) was prescribed with a dose of 70 Gy and the lymph 

nodes PTVs with a dose of 59.4 Gy. Spinal cord, brainstem, chiasm, optical nerves, retinas, lens, 

parotids, oral cavity, larynx, oesophagus, ear canals, temporal mandibular joints, mandible, brain, 

pituitary gland, thyroid and lungs were also contoured and defined as organs-at-risk (OAR). 

IMRT optimization was performed by Erasmus-iCycle, a multicriterial dose calculation engine 

guided by a wish-list defined a priori, that automatically generates a single Pareto solution for a given 

set of beams.10 All plans were initially optimized using the most clinically used beam angle 

configuration: 7 coplanar equidistant beams (d7). BAO was performed for coplanar and non-coplanar 

beam geometries of 5, 7 and 9 beams with two algorithms. The first (algorithm i) is included in 
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Erasmus-iCycle and it is based in a discrete iterative combinatorial approach.10 The second 

algorithm, named as algorithm B, belongs to the continuous search space class and uses a pattern 

search method to find the best possible beam angle ensemble.9 

For each selected NPC case, three plans were considered that highlight the BAO advantages. 

For the first case (patient #1), the d7 plan was compared with the 9 non-coplanar beams plan of 

algorithm B (B9nc). For the second case (patient #2), the 9 coplanar beams plan and the 9 beams 

non-coplanar plan of algorithm i (i9c and i9nc, respectively) were compared side-by-side. For the 

third case (patient #3), the 5 non-coplanar beams plan of algorithm B (B5nc) and the 9 coplanar 

beams plan of algorithm i (i9c) were compared. 

SPIDERplan, a graphical method based on a scoring approach,11 was used for plan 

assessment and comparison. Targets and OARs are divided into groups. A score based on pre-

defined planning objectives and relative weights defined according to the radiation oncologist clinical 

preferences is assigned to each structure. Global plan quality is computed as a weighted sum of all 

structures’ scores. Graphically, a customised radar plot is used to represent all dosimetric 

information, where plan evaluation can be done visualizing all structures, in a Structures Plan 

Diagram (SPD), or just considering the defined groups, in a Group Plan Diagram (GPD). Each group 

can also be assessed with more detail in partial group radar plots named Structures Group Diagrams 

(SGD), where only the structures belonging to the group and a partial group score are displayed. 

For this study, SPIDERplan configuration included six groups of structures: the PTV group 

composed by the PTVs, the Critical group constituted by the spinal cord and the brainstem, the 

Optics group including the chiasm, the optical nerves, the retinas and the lens, the DigestOral group 

composed by the parotids, the oral cavity, the oesophagus and the larynx, the Bone group composed 

of the temporal mandibular joint, the mandible and the ear canals and Other group considering the 

brain, the pituitary gland, the thyroid and the lungs. The groups were assigned with relative weights 

of 50%, 30%, 10%, 5%, 3.5% and 1.5%, respectively. The score of each structure is given by the 

ratio between the clinical tolerance criteria and the planned dose. A score value of one is achieved 

when the planned dose is equal to the structure tolerance criteria. Higher score values mean that 

these tolerances were surpassed and the best plans will have scores less than one, tending towards 

the centre of the radar plot.11 

5.3. Results 

Global plan comparison was done with SPIDERplan GPDs (left diagrams in Figures 5.1, 5.2 

and 5.3), while individual group evaluation was performed with SPIDERplan SGDs (right diagrams 

in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). The selection of the groups to be depicted in each figure was based on 

the visual analysis of the GPD and on the corresponding relative weight importance value. 

For patient #1, d7 and B9nc plans were compared, Figure 5.1. B9nc plan achieved the best 

global plan score with an expressive percent difference of -7% from d7 score. The largest difference 

between the tolerance and the planned dose of these plans was obtained for the Optics group. For 

d7 plan the score of both lenses was higher than one, meaning that the tolerance dose criteria was 

not accomplished. Also, for the Critical group, a percent score difference of 9% can be observed 

between the two plans.  

For patient #2, the best global plan score was obtained with the non-coplanar plan i9nc with a 

percent difference score of -5% from the coplanar plan i9c, that presented a score of 1.004 (Figure 

5.2). Also for i9c, score values higher than one were achieved by the Optics group, the DigestOral 

group and the Other group, while for i9nc only the Other group score was out of tolerance. The 

reason for these global results was found in the SGDs. Both plans presented scores very near the 

tolerance or out of tolerance for the lenses (Optics group SGD), for the parotids and for the oral cavity 

(DigestOral group SGD). Nevertheless, plan i9nc was much better than i9c plan, since for the 
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mentioned structures it presented score values near one or just slightly higher than one, while i9c 

got score values well above the defined tolerances. 

Figure 5.3 compares the quality of B5nc and i9c plans for patient #3. Globally, plan B5nc 

attained the best global plan score with a percent global score difference of -4% compared to i9c 

plan. This result is obtained even if for the DigestOral group B5nc plan is worse than plan i9c, due to 

the relatively lower weight of this group. The main reason for the best score of plan B5nc is the almost 

vanishing scores presented for the optics structures (dotted line at the Optics SGD centre). The 

topographic relation of the PTV and the optics structure, well separated for this patient, explains this 

result. 

5.4. Discussion 

In this study, patient specific plan assessment was used to highlight the advantages of BAO 

for head-and-neck cases. 

Among a set of forty NPC clinical cases, three patients were chosen. For patient #1, important 

plan quality improvements were achieved when the plan using optimized directions was compared 

with the equidistant beam angle solution, the standard beam configuration used in the clinical routine. 

For this patient, the plan generated with BAO presented non-coplanar beam incidences and a higher 

number of beams than equidistant beam angle solution. This has improved the quality of dose 

distribution by further sparing important OARs. 

The utilization of non-coplanar beams in RT is a very popular approach among medical 

physicists and mathematicians. There is an intrinsic perception that non-coplanar beam incidences 

Figure 5.1 - SPIDERplan group plan diagram of patient #1 and structures group diagrams for Critical and 

Optics groups for 7 equidistant beam angles (d7) and 9 non-coplanar beams plan of algorithm B (B9nc). 
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may enhance the quality of the plan. BAO has a crucial role in the selection process of the best beam 

arrangement, due to the high number of possible combinations and geometry complexity. Promising 

results with non-coplanar BAO have been achieved for different pathology sites such as: lung, liver, 

head-and-neck and intracranial tumours.4,12-14 Nevertheless, depending on site complexity, a patient-

by-patient assessment may be required to fully evaluate the real impact of the achieved 

improvements. For patient #2, i9c and i9nc plans were compared enhancing the advantage of non-

coplanarity. The higher score group differences were found for the Optics group (lenses and left 

retina) and for the DigestOral group (oesophagus, parotids and larynx), where the structures were 

located very near or even contiguous to the PTVs. 

The number of beams needed to achieve a ‘good’ dose distribution is also an interesting topic 

due to treatment delivery efficiency reasons. The planner intuition will always predict that plan quality 

will tend to increase with the number of beams available for optimization. However, the amount of 

fluence modulation caused by the addition of new beams has a physical threshold, where beyond 

that level no further plan quality improvements occur. BAO has then an important role to play, 

achieving better treatment plans with a smaller number of beams. This scenario occurred for patient 

#3 where plan B5nc was better than i9c, due to the significant improvement achieved in the optics 

structures that were completely spared when using fewer non-coplanar beam orientations.  

For all patients, PTV group scores were always below one. The high target coverage index 

may be related with the quality of the FMO and to the definitions of the multicriterial IMRT optimization 

engine wish-list where a primordial importance was assigned to the PTVs. Also, for the PTV group, 

small score differences were obtained among the compared plans. For the OARs, the largest score 

group differences were obtained for the Critical group (patient #1), for the Optics group (patients #1, 

#2 and #3) and for the DigestOral group (patients #2 and #3), that contained structures of vital 

Figure 5.2 - SPIDERplan group plan diagram of patient #2 and structures group diagrams for Optics and 
DigestOral groups for algorithm i with 9 coplanar beams (i9c) and 9 non-coplanar beams (i9nc). 
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importance, as the spinal cord and the brainstem, and with great impact in the patient quality of life, 

as the lens, the optical nerves, the parotids or the oral cavity. These findings help to support two key 

aspects: the main contribution of BAO was in further sparing the OARs while maintaining good PTV 

coverage. 

The use of BAO never worsens the treatment plan quality though for some patients, the 

improvements achieved may be negligible. However, if BAO can be done without the planner’s 

intervention, then it is worth to be considered for all patients, since some of them will greatly benefit 

from this optimization. 

The potential enhancements that an efficient BAO, made in reasonable computing times, may 

bring to the quality of static IMRT plans, can reopen the discussion about what is the most appropriate 

inverse planning technique for a given patient treatment. 

5.5. Conclusions 

In this study the benefits of BAO for head-and-neck patients were addressed. Patient specific 

analysis of NPC cases were used to highlight the improvements achieved by plans with BAO when 

compared with IMRT plans using equidistant beam angle directions. Furthermore, the advantages of 

non-coplanar over coplanar beam plans and the importance of BAO in the generation of plans with 

a small number of beams was highlighted. This study also showed that BAO did not compromise the 

PTV coverage and that the most important contribution was in the sparing of the normal tissues, 

taking into account the anatomy specificities of each patient. 

  

Figure 5.3 - SPIDERplan group plan diagram of patient #3 and structures group diagrams for Optics and 
DigestOral groups for algorithm B with 5 non-coplanar beams (B5nc) and for algorithm i with 9 coplanar 

beams (i9nc). 
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Highlights 

- Non-coplanar beam angular and arc trajectory optimizations were applied to meningioma 

- Beam angle optimization was guided by SPIDERplan global plan score 

- Automated arc trajectory selection may lead to improvements in plan quality 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

Purpose: Two methods for non-coplanar beam direction optimization, one for static beams and 

another for arc trajectories, were proposed for intracranial tumours. The optimized plans were 

compared with the clinical ones. 

 

Methods: Ten meningioma cases already treated with stereotactic intensity-modulated radiation 

therapy were selected for this retrospective planning study. Algorithms for non-coplanar beam 

angle optimization and arc trajectory optimization were used to generate the corresponding BAO 

and ATO plans, respectively. SPIDERplan plan quality score was used to guide the beam angle 

optimization process. The arc trajectory optimization algorithm was based on a two-step approach. 

For each patient, the clinical plans (CLIN) and coplanar VMAT plans (VMAT) were also generated. 

To harmonize plan comparisons, all plan optimizations were performed in an automated 

multicriterial optimization calculation engine and dosimetric plan quality was assessed. 

 

Results: BAO and ATO plans presented, on average, moderate quality improvements over VMAT 

and CLIN plans. Nevertheless, while BAO and CLIN plans assured a more efficient OARs sparing, 

the ATO and VMAT plans presented a higher coverage and conformity of the PTV.  

 

Conclusion: Globally, all plans presented high-quality dose distributions, including the clinical 

ones, corollary of the high skills and accumulated clinical experience of the planners. No 

statistically significant quality differences were found, on average, between BAO, ATO and CLIN 

plans. However, automated plan solution optimizations (BAO or ATO) saves the time cost 

associated with manual planning. In a patient-specific analysis, plan quality improvements were 

achieved with ATO plans, demonstrating the possible benefits of this automated optimized delivery 

technique. 

 

Keywords: Beam angle optimization, non-coplanar, arc trajectory, VMAT 
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6.1. Introduction 

In radiation therapy, non-uniform intensity field techniques are well-established for almost all 

cancer pathologies since they allow the delivery of highly conformal dose distributions to the target(s) 

while minimizing the injury to the organs-at-risk (OAR). The calculation of non-uniform beam 

intensities is done using inverse planning, where plan objectives are specified by means of physical 

or biological descriptors in an objective function that guides the fluence map optimization (FMO) 

process.1 Usually, the planning optimization is performed through a trial-and-error manual tuning of 

plan parameters until an acceptable plan is obtained. 

For conventional C-arm linear accelerators, this type of treatment techniques can be delivered 

through multiple modulated static or dynamic radiation fields (intensity-modulated radiation therapy 

- IMRT) or through continuously modulated radiation arcs combining the variation in dose rate, gantry 

speed and aperture shape (volumetric modulated arc therapy - VMAT). For most tumour sites, 

equivalent plan quality can be achieved by IMRT or VMAT. Nevertheless, VMAT treatments are 

usually more efficient requiring fewer monitor units and thus shorter delivery times.2 

Most of IMRT and VMAT treatments are still performed using equidistant coplanar static 

beams or coplanar arcs. As these approaches typically obtain acceptable treatment plans, beam 

angle optimization methods are still not popular among the clinical community. However, when non-

coplanar geometries are included in the optimization, improved normal tissue sparing, target 

conformity and steeper dose gradients can be achieved. Indeed, an appropriate beam assembly or 

arc trajectory selection may lead to improvements in the dosimetric quality of the plans.3,4 

Beam angle optimization is complex, time-consuming and it often presents non-intuitive 

solutions. Mathematically, it is defined as a highly non-convex multi-modal optimization problem with 

many local minima,5-7 requiring optimization methods that avoid being trapped in a local minimum. 

For IMRT, the beam angle optimization problem considering non-coplanar geometries has been 

extensively studied for brain,3,8-10 head-and-neck,10-12,14-16 lung,17 gastric,12 liver,14,18,19, pancreas,10 

cervix14 and prostate10,12,13 sites. The reported beam angle optimization methods can be grouped 

into two classes. In the first class, beam angle selection and the FMO processes are independent 

and are addressed sequentially. The beam angle optimization process is normally driven by 

geometrical or dosimetric metrics or by methods that require some prior knowledge of the 

problem.3,12,13 These methods are computationally efficient, but the resultant beam angle ensemble 

does not guarantee the optimality of the plan solution. In the second class of methods, the beam 

angle optimization and the FMO processes are simultaneously solved. The FMO is used to guide 

the beam angle optimization by assessing the goodness of the plan. The beam angle optimization 

problem can be formulated by considering a combinatorial search for the best ensemble over a 

discretized space search or by a continuous space search optimization. For the first approach, 

searches for the best beam combination can be done using heuristic methods,8,11 iterative beam 

angle optimization methods,9,10,14,17,18 or sparse optimization.19 For the second approach, beam angle 

optimization can be done considering derivative-free optimization frameworks. 16,20 

In VMAT, optimization of non-coplanar beam geometries is considered, in most published 

works, for brain lesions,4,22-30 and breast/chest wall irradiation.27,28,31-33 Non-coplanar beam 

optimization for head-and-neck tumours,21,34-36 lung,25,29 liver29 and prostate27 has also been reported 

over the past years. The first planning studies using one or more arcs with static couch23,31,33 or 

planner-defined arc trajectories4,21,32 confirmed the benefits of non-coplanar incidences by OAR 

sparing. Recently, automated techniques have also been investigated. The simultaneous movement 

of the gantry and the couch while the beam is being modulated by the continuous movement of the 

multi-leaf collimator (MLC) grant to the plan optimization process additional degrees of freedom that 
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may result in promising improvements of plan quality. Similarly to the IMRT beam angle optimization 

problem, the arc trajectory optimization problem can also be divided into two classes of methods: 

those that decouple arc trajectory optimization from FMO and those that jointly address the two 

optimization problems. In the first class, geometric and/or dosimetric heuristics22,24,26,35 are used to 

define feasible beam orientations. After that, the best delivery trajectory is determined. Beam 

grouping techniques22,26 or graph search techniques, such as those proposed by Dijkstra24 or the A* 

algorithms35 that intend to solve the travelling salesman problem, are used to generate multiple sub-

arcs (arcs with static couch or static gantry angles) paths or continuous gantry/couch angle paths, 

respectively. The VMAT plan is posteriorly optimized along the trajectory in a distinct optimization 

phase. In the second class of methods, fluence-based methods are used to guide the arc trajectory 

optimization problem. In some published works, non-coplanar beam angles, obtained from the IMRT 

fluence-based beam angle optimization problem, are used as anchor points for the path definition. 

The final arc trajectory is determined by solving the travelling salesman problem.25,34 Although 

promising, these methods do not fully guarantee the optimality of the plan solution over the whole 

trajectory. Alternatively, techniques combining iteratively sparse solutions of feasible beams with 

graph search optimization for the trajectory definition28 or applying Monte Carlo Tree Search 

algorithms30 have been proposed. More recently, the anchor point concept was adapted to improve 

the dosimetric objectives over the whole arc trajectory, by including these optimal incidences in an 

iterative combinatorial beam angle optimization process that will add new anchor points until the 

beam path is completely defined.36 Mixed approaches, that apply methods from both classes during 

the arc trajectory optimization phases, have also been recently presented.27,29 

In previous works, the static beam angle optimization problem for head-and-neck pathologies 

has been addressed.37,39 Two beam angle optimization algorithms belonging to the discrete and 

continuous space search approach optimization classes were compared using a dedicated plan 

assessment tool.38 In the present work, the best direction/trajectory selection problem is addressed 

for intracranial tumour cases. For these cases, a high level of target coverage and conformity is 

required for plan approval. Non-coplanar beams or coplanar arcs combined with inverse planning 

optimization techniques are normally used in the clinical routine. In this study, the potential 

improvements of the automatic selection of the irradiation directions were investigated for a sample 

of ten meningioma cases. Algorithms for beam angular optimization and for arc trajectory 

optimization were applied. A global plan score, based on the dosimetric parameters of the anatomic 

structures and on the radiation oncologist clinical preferences,38 was used to guide the non-coplanar 

beam angle optimization problem. For the arc trajectory optimization, a new two-step approach using 

optimized non-coplanar static beam directions as anchoring points of the arc path was proposed. 

6.2. Materials and methods 

6.2.1. Patient data 

Ten meningioma cases already treated with stereotactic IMRT were selected for this study. All 

structures were delineated using two imaging modalities: computed tomography and magnetic 

resonance images that were conveniently fused. Apart from the planning target volume (PTV), the 

brainstem, the lens, the retinas, the optical nerves, the chiasm, the pituitary gland and the cochleas 

were also contoured by the radiation oncologist. The PTV was prescribed with doses of 50.4 Gy, 

54.0 Gy, 59.4 Gy or 60.0 Gy delivered in 28, 30 or 33 fractions and the organs-at-risk (OAR) tolerance 

doses were established in agreement with the institutional protocol for the intracranial tumours 

treated with stereotactic IMRT (Table S6.1 in the Supplementary material). 
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6.2.2. Plan generation and optimization 

The FMO was performed by Erasmus-iCycle IMRT multicriterial optimization framework,14 that 

is guided by a wish-list using a constraint-based method (2pεc method) to generate a single Pareto 

solution in an automatic way.40 A pencil-beam dose algorithm with equivalent path length 

inhomogeneity corrections is used to compute the dose distribution with a beamlet size of 2.5×5.0 

mm2 and with 10 mm of scatter radius. As no fluence segmentation is done during or after the 

optimization phase by Erasmus-iCycle, VMAT was simulated through no sequenced intensity-

modulated static beams. Thus, the continuous gantry and MLC motions were approximated by 21 

equidistant static beams distributed over the trajectory.41 

The wish-list is composed of a set of clinical constraints and objectives. The constraints must 

be fulfilled by the multicriterial optimization algorithm and the objectives must be assigned with an 

optimization priority. For the meningioma cases, the wish-list was composed of six constraints and 

sixteen prioritized objectives divided into two optimization levels (Table S6.2 in the Supplementary 

material). The objective function associated with the PTV was the Logarithmic Tumour Control 

Probability (LTCP) function, regulated by a cell sensitivity parameter (α). An α value of 0.75 was 

applied to guarantee good coverage, i.e. that at least 95% of the PTV volume receives the 

prescription dose (Dp). The criteria considered for each OAR in the optimization levels were 

established according to the organ architecture. For the first optimization level, maximum dose 

objectives for the organs with serial architecture and mean dose objectives for the organs with 

parallel architecture were considered. For the second level, mean dose and maximum dose 

objectives were added for the organs with serial and parallel architectures, respectively. The 

generalized Equivalent Uniform Dose (gEUD) with a value of the tissue-specific parameter that 

describes the volume effect (a) equal to 15 and 6 was also used to minimize the maximum and the 

mean doses of the lenses and of the cochleas, respectively. 

6.2.3. Beam angle optimization 

The non-coplanar beam angle optimization of IMRT plans was performed using a derivative-

free parallel multistart framework approach based on a continuous exploration of the search space 

to find the best beam ensemble.20 To prevent possible collisions between the gantry and the 

treatment couch, avoidance beam orientations were defined. 

The adopted beam angle optimization procedure takes advantage of relevant properties of the 

beam angle optimization search space. One of the main features is the symmetry of the solutions in 

the beam angle optimization search space which allows a drastic reduction of the space to be 

searched and, simultaneously, to define a strategy of partition into several sub-regions of this 

reduced search space for a parallel multistart exploration.20 Each of the defined sub-regions is still a 

large search region of a highly non-convex problem with many local minima being, therefore, locally 

explored resorting to a derivative-free algorithm.42 The measure used to compare different beam 

ensembles, and thus to drive the beam angle optimization search, was the SPIDERplan global plan 

score described in section 6.2.6. The parallel multistart framework using a derivative-free algorithm 

guided by this global score for the local search procedures is described in more detail in the 

Supplementary material. 

6.2.4. Arc trajectory optimization 

The non-coplanar arc trajectory optimization was done assuming that the gantry and the couch 

can rotate simultaneously with different rotation speeds, enabling the definition of highly non-

coplanar trajectories. In this work, a two-step approach combining dosimetric considerations and 

geometric features, was followed. In the first step, the parallel derivative-free multistart framework 

was used to find feasible non-coplanar beam angles that will be defined as anchor points of the new 

arc trajectory (red dots in Figure 6.1a). In the second step, the anchor points were connected through 
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the definition of linear trajectories (yellow dashed lines in Figure 6.1b). New anchor points, placed 

equidistantly, were added to the trajectory so that the arc was divided into 21 arc sectors (blue dots 

in Figure 6.1c) to mimic a true VMAT technique. 

The gantry and couch movements, defined by the linear paths passing through the anchor 

points, were outlined taking into account total delivery treatment time. It was established that the 

gantry trajectory should be always continuous without any inversions in its rotation and never 

exceeding a 360º arc. For the couch rotation movement, it was also defined that it could be reversed 

or even halted during the arc delivery. It was also decided that the trajectory must start at the anchor 

point closest to the search space coordinates (gantry=-180, couch=-90) and, when moving from one 

anchor point to another, the smallest distance between points must be considered. For anchor points 

placed inside the avoidance regions, a shift in the couch position to the nearest possible beam 

incidence was done. 

6.2.5. Study design 

All plans were automatically generated in iCycle-Erasmus. Based on the wish-list template, 

IMRT plans were generated employing the beam configurations used in the clinical plans (CLIN) and 

five non-coplanar beams optimized by beam angle optimization algorithm (BAO). All CLIN plans had 

been manually optimized in the clinical routine using 4-6 non-coplanar beams. The number of beams 

was defined for each case by the planner, considering case complexity. VMAT plans were produced 

using equivalent coplanar arcs (VMAT) and equivalent trajectories based in five initial non-coplanar 

anchor points optimized by the proposed arc trajectories optimization process (ATO). To further 

explore the potential advantage of arc trajectory optimization approach, an additional plan based on 

9 initial anchor points (ATO9), was added to the initial plan sets library for a specific patient case. 

 

Figure 6.1 - Arc trajectory optimization algorithm phases. a) 5 non-coplanar beam angle optimized 
solution that defines the initial anchor points (red dots). b) linear trajectories (yellow dashed lines) 

between the anchor points. c) intermediate anchor points (blue dots) definition. 
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6.2.6.  Plan assessment and comparison 

Plan assessment and comparison was performed with a graphical method named 

SPIDERplan.38 This tool uses customised radar plots to graphically display a scoring approach that 

considers both target coverage and conformity and individual OAR sparing. Depending on their 

clinical importance, targets and OARs are divided into groups and a score based on the pre-defined 

planning objectives and relative weights is determined. A global plan score is calculated as a 

weighted sum of the structures’ individual scores over all groups: 

 

 

Global plan score= ∑ wgroup(i) ∑ wstruct(j)Scorestruct(j)

ji 

 
(6.1) 

 

 

where wstruct(j) and Scorestruct(j) are the relative weight and the score of structure j, respectively, and 

wgroup(i) is the relative weight of group i.  

For the PTVs, the coverage and the conformity concepts, normally used by the radiation 

oncologist to assess the target’s dose distribution for intracranial cases treated with stereotactic 

irradiation techniques, are included in the score: 
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where DTC,PTV corresponds to the tolerance criteria for the PTV (in this case the dose in 95% of the 

PTV that should receive at least the prescribed dose, Table S6.1 in Supplementary material) and 

DP,PTV is the planned dose in the PTV. PCI is the Paddick43 plan conformity index that, for conformal 

plans, should be above 0.6: 

 

PCI=
VPTV,100%

2

VPTV VExternal,100%

 (6.3) 

 

 

where VPTV,100% is the volume of the PTV covered by the isodose prescription, VPTV is the volume of 

the PTV and VExternal,100% is the volume of the body covered by the isodose prescription.  

For the OARs, the score was set as: 

 

 

ScoreOAR =
DP,OAR

DTC,OAR

 (6.4) 

 

 

where DP,OAR is the OAR planned dose and DTC,OAR is the tolerance dose for each OAR. For each 

objective, a value of one is expected if the dose for that structure is equal to the respective tolerance 

value. When a better organ sparing or target coverage is obtained, a score less than one will be 

obtained. 

For this study, all delineated structures were grouped according to their location and clinical 

importance. Therefore, the PTV was assigned to the PTV group with a relative weight of 40%, the 

brainstem to the Critical group with a relative weight of 50%, the chiasm, the optical nerves, the 
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retinas and the lens to the Optics group with a relative weight of 7% and the cochlea and pituitary 

gland to Other group with a relative weight of 3%. Within each group, the same weight was attributed 

to all its structures (Table S6.1 in the Supplementary material). A partial group score based on the 

dose sparing of the structures that belong to that group was also calculated. 

SPIDERplan analysis was complemented by the gradient index (GI) proposed by Paddick and 

Lippitz.44 This index measures the steepness of the dose gradient outside the PTV providing 

information about the amount of irradiated healthy tissue. The GI is given by: 

 

 

GI=
VExternal,50%

VExternal,100%

 (6.5) 

 

 

where VExternal,50% corresponds to the volume of healthy tissue covered by the isodose surface 

corresponding to half of the prescription dose. The lower the GI value the better the plan quality. 

6.2.7. Statistical Analysis 

Statistical comparisons of the global plan and the group scores were performed with IBM 

SPSS software, version 25. Statistically significant differences between the plan sets were assessed 

using a randomized block design ANOVA test and, if applicable, a post-hoc multiple comparison test 

using the Tukey method. For all statistical tests a level of significance of 5% was considered. 

6.3. Results 

The SPIDERplan global plan score values of CLIN, BAO, VMAT and ATO plans for all 

meningioma cases are shown in Figure 6.2a1. All plans presented global plan scores well below 

unity as a result of the high-quality level of the obtained dose distributions. The mean global plan 

scores over all patients ranged between 0.795 (for BAO) and 0.823 (for VMAT). 

The statistical analysis applied to the global plan scores of the plan sets is summarized in 

Figure 6.2a2. Statistically significant differences between the global plan scores of the plan sets were 

found with the randomized block design ANOVA test (p-value = 0). Pairs of plan sets which do not 

statistically differ from each other were identified by the post-hoc multiple comparison test applied 

with the Tukey method. Two subsets, grouping the plan sets which did not present statistically 

significant differences were built. The first subset included the BAO, the ATO and the CLIN sets, 

meaning that the quality of these plans is statistically equivalent. The second subset grouped the 

VMAT, the ATO and the CLIN sets. Statistically significant differences in plan quality were only found 

between the BAO plans and the VMAT plans.  

The results of the group scores are shown Figure 6.2b for the PTV group and in Figure 6.2c 

for the Optics group. On average, all sets presented mean group scores below one, corroborating 

the assessment results of the global plan score. For the PTV group, the best coverage and conformity 

indexes were achieved by the arc-based plans (ATO and VMAT), while for the Optics group the best 

sparing doses were reached by BAO and CLIN plans. 

The evaluation of the steepness of the dose falloff outside the PTV was performed through 

the determination of GI (Figure 6.3). The arc-based plans (ATO and VMAT) presented the lower 

mean values of GI, while the plans optimized with static beams (CLIN and BAO) presented the 

highest mean values of GI. For similar levels of PTV coverage and conformity, the static beam plans 

irradiate, on average, the double volume of healthy tissues receiving doses comprehended between 

half of the prescription and the prescription dose. Only weak or very weak associations were found 

between the GI and the prescription dose or the global plan score. This confirms the granted finding 
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that the dose falloff outside the target is mainly determined by the irradiation technique and the 

technical specifications of the linear accelerators (e.g. leaf width of the MLC, speed of MLC, 

maximum dose rate etc.). 

In radiation therapy, the inherent patient-specificity usually requires a careful evaluation of the 

available treatment options. Among the 10 cases of our sample, one (patient #9), presented 

notorious differences in SPIDERplan scores (global plan score and group scores) and in the gradient 

index values. For this patient, the PTV, located next to the chiasm, the left optic nerve and the 

brainstem, was prescribed with a dose of 60 Gy. In addition to the initial set of plans, an arc trajectory 

optimized plan based on 9 anchor points (ATO9) was also calculated. The evaluation of the quality 

of the plans calculated for patient #9 is presented in Figure 6.4. The best plans were achieved by 

techniques with direction/trajectory optimization (ATO9, ATO and BAO) and the worst by the CLIN 

plan. ATO-based plans achieved a high level of coverage and conformity of the PTV, while the static 

beam-based plans presented better performance for the OARs groups. Good results were also 

achieved by ATO9. For the Critical group, ATO9 presented the best group score and improved the 

sparing of the Optics group compared to ATO5. In fact for this patient, the increase from 5 to 9 anchor 

points allowed an improvement of 10% in the global score plan. These results highlight not only the 

potential benefits that may arise from the optimization of direction/trajectory of the beams but also 

the need of investigating in more detail the influence of the number of anchor points on the quality of 

the dose distribution. 

Figure 6.2 - SPIDERplan analysis of CLIN, BAO, VMAT and ATO plans for the 10 meningioma cases. 
a1) SPIDERplan global plan score. a2) Statistical analysis of the global plan score performed with 

ANOVA and the multiple comparisons tested using the Tukey method. b) SPIDERplan group scores for 
the PTV group. c) SPIDERplan group scores for the Optics group. 
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6.4. Discussion 

In this work, algorithms for non-coplanar beam angular optimization and non-coplanar arc 

trajectory optimization were applied to 10 meningioma cases. Beam angular optimization was based 

on a multistart derivative-free optimization framework and guided by SPIDERplan global plan score. 

These non-coplanar static beam angle optimized incidences were used for non-coplanar VMAT plans 

generation, defining the anchor points of linear trajectories connecting consecutive points. 

The fluence-based beam angle optimization methods are usually guided by the objective 

function values of the FMO problem, guaranteeing that reliable and high-quality plans are found. 

However, it cannot be assumed that a plan calculated by these optimization procedures will be 

Figure 6.3 - Gradient index computed for the 10 patient cases 

Figure 6.4 - SPIDERplan of patient case number 9 
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selected or even approved by the radiation oncologist. The integration of SPIDERplan global plan 

score in the beam angle optimization problem, as a measure of the quality of the beam angle set, 

intended to generate a plan solution that is optimal from the inverse planning optimization point of 

view. This solution should also be able to fulfil the clinical aims defined by the radiation oncologist. 

The referred methodology was firstly applied by Rocha et al.20 to nasopharynx cancer cases, where 

the quality of the plans generated with and without the global plan score guidance was compared. 

The plans optimized with the global plan score presented a higher sparing of the OARs for the same 

PTV coverage than the ones optimized with the common objective function. In the present study, the 

global plan score was used to guide the optimization of the irradiation directions of the BAO and the 

ATO plans for intracranial tumours. Excellent levels of PTV coverage and conformity and high 

sparing of the OARs were obtained, in line with Rocha et al. findings. 

The arc trajectory optimization problem is often mathematically described as a problem even 

more complex than the beam angle optimization problem.25,29 The two-step method presented in this 

work intends to take advantage of the experience and the knowledge acquired with the beam angle 

optimization problem16,20,36,37,39 contributing to the scientific debate of the arc trajectory optimization 

problem. The first step of the proposed arc trajectory method consisted in identifying the anchor 

points of the beam trajectory. The number and location of these points should guarantee a proper 

sampling of the space search and a smooth beam arc trajectory. A very high number of anchor points 

could result in complex or irregular trajectories when a connection method is applied while a very low 

number of anchor points may not be sufficient to define a trajectory likely to generate good quality 

plans. These initial configuration issues were handled by defining a fixed number of beams to be 

used in the optimization and by selecting a derivative-free optimization algorithm that considers a 

continuous search space for optimization. According to our recent work,37 this algorithm presents a 

good performance on non-coplanar optimization geometries and a good beam coverage of the space 

search. 

The number of beams defined for the non-coplanar beam angle optimization was based on 

clinical experience. For the ten meningioma cases considered for this study, the planners need, on 

average, 5 IMRT beams to achieve a satisfactory plan. In the second step of the arc trajectory 

algorithm, where the shape of the trajectory of the arc was defined, the anchor points were connected 

through linear paths. The rationale behind this choice was a literal interpretation of the term ‘anchor 

point’ and an option for simplifying the optimization algorithm. The irradiation directions that 

composed the linear trajectory between the anchor points were not fluence-based optimized. 

However, this drawback was overcome by using an efficient inverse planning optimizer as the 

Erasmus-iCycle multicriteria engine. The connection order of the linear paths was established by 

following the pre-condition that the gantry movement was continuous, inversions were not allowed 

and it was not possible to exceed a 360º arc. It was assumed that the gantry and the couch speeds 

may be different, and that the inertia associated with the change of velocity or direction of the couch 

is much lower than the inertia of the gantry. The implementation of these trajectory configuration 

options was only possible due to the regular and well disperse beam angle distribution of the anchor 

points in the search space that resulted from the non-coplanar beam angle optimization. 

A VMAT optimization module was not available in Erasmus-iCycle at the time the arc trajectory 

optimization was performed. The continuous motion of the gantry and the MLC in the VMAT delivery 

were approximated by using 21 equidistant static beams distributed over the trajectory as was 

demonstrated by Bortfeld.41 This approach implies that the beam modulation that occurred during 

each arc sector of ~17º is replaced by an intensity-modulated field placed in the centre of that arc 

sub-sector. The conversion of these theoretical fluence maps into deliverable MLC segments all over 

the arc trajectory will probably degrade the dose distribution quality. In the future, improvements to 

this arc trajectory optimization method should include endorsing the process of fully fluence-based 

methods like the one proposed by Rocha et al. in a preliminary study36 and by using a VMAT 

optimization algorithm to calculate an improved dose distribution. 
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The plans optimized with non-coplanar irradiation directions, CLIN, BAO and ATO, presented 

higher dose distribution quality than the plans based on coplanar geometries (VMAT). The 

advantages of non-coplanar beams geometries over coplanar ones for brain cases were previously 

reported.3,8,9 However, consensus about the best radiation therapy technique to treat these tumour 

lesions was not reached. Fogliata et al.45 reported equivalent quality between non-coplanar IMRT 

plans, coplanar VMAT plans and helical Tomotherapy plans. Conversely, Panet-Raymond et al.46 

achieved equivalent PTV coverage with non-coplanar IMRT and coplanar VMAT plans, but higher 

OAR sparing with the former set of plans. 

For non-coplanar geometries, all plans achieved high-quality (average SPIDERplan global 

scores were well below one). Although the best performance was obtained by BAO, no statistically 

significant score differences were found, on average, between BAO, ATO and CLIN plans. The BAO 

plans were most effective in sparing the OARs, while the ATO plans enabled higher PTV coverage 

and conformity. Furthermore, a steeper dose gradient outside the PTV was also possible with the 

ATO plans, due to the higher number of irradiation directions available with this technique. Previous 

studies with non-coplanar arc trajectory optimization algorithms applied to intracranial tumours have 

been published. Papp et al.25 applied an iterative beam angle optimization method to define the 

anchor points and solved the travelling salesman problem to define the remaining trajectory of the 

arc. Langhans et al.29 used an iterative method based on a 4π solution to find the feasible anchor 

points and defined the arc trajectory based on geometrical scoring evaluation of the available beam 

directions. Both works reported improved plan quality when non-coplanar VMAT plans were 

compared with non-coplanar IMRT plans (equivalent to CLIN plans). Although these conclusions are 

in line with the results of this study, our ATO plans have not brought any additional improvements to 

the quality of the dose distribution, when compared with BAO plans. This finding may be related with 

the high performance of the non-coplanar beam angle optimization algorithm and the multicriterial 

IMRT optimization engine, that are able to generate high-quality plan solutions with a low number of 

static beam directions (5 non-coplanar beams). Furthermore, the number of anchor points selected 

to build the beam trajectory may not be optimal. As was shown in the patient-specific analysis of 

patient #9, for some more complex situations, a higher number of anchor points can be 

advantageous. The ideal number of anchor points and its specific case applications are issues of 

interest for future research but are out of the scope of the present work. 

The high quality of CLIN plans, and the fact that no statistically significant differences between 

the score of the BAO and the ATO plans were obtained, must be highlighted. The quality of CLIN 

plans resulted from the high skills and accumulated clinical experience of the planners. In the clinical 

routine, the plans for patients with intracranial tumours are usually manually optimized with 4-6 non-

coplanar beams in a very time-consuming process, attempting to spare as much as possible the 

OARs and to fulfil the PTV coverage requirements. This planning strategy is clearly shown by the 

group score results that present similar behaviour to the BAO plans, i.e. better score in the OARs 

groups than in the PTV group. Even so, the inclusion of beam angle optimization into inverse 

treatment planning with minimal intervention from the user and with the guarantee of consistent 

generation of high-quality plans (such as the BAO and the ATO plans) should motivate a strong 

commitment towards introducing automated planning tools in the clinical practice. 

6.5. Conclusions 

In this work, the irradiation directions optimization problem was addressed for the intracranial 

pathology using ten meningioma cases. A beam angle optimization algorithm guided by a global 

score based on the dosimetric parameters of the structures and on the radiation oncologist clinical 

preferences and a new two-step arc trajectory optimization approach using non-coplanar beam angle 

optimized static beams as anchoring points of the arc path were used. A beam geometry with 5 non-

coplanar incidences was chosen to run beam angle and arc trajectory optimization problem. BAO 
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plans presented, on average, a slightly better plan quality than ATO and CLIN plans, even if no 

significant statistical score differences were found between them. Moreover, the ATO plans assured 

a more efficient coverage and conformality of the PTV, while a higher sparing of the OARs was 

achieved by the BAO plans. This global analysis does not dismiss a patient specific analysis, since 

strong benefits may be obtained with 4π directions optimization for specific-patients. 

6.6. Acknowledgements 

In this work, a beam geometry with 5 non-coplanar incidences was chosen to run the beam 

angle and the arc trajectory optimization problem for the intracranial pathology using ten meningioma 

cases. BAO plans presented, on average, a slightly better plan quality than ATO and CLIN plans, 

even if no significant statistical score differences were found between them. The ATO plans assured 

a more efficient coverage and conformity of the PTV, while a higher sparing of the OARs was 

achieved by the BAO plans. This global analysis does not dismiss a patient specific analysis, where 

strong benefits may be obtained with 4π directions optimization in specific patients. 
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6.8. Supplementary material 

 

 

Table S6.1 - Groups, structures and weights considered for SPIDERplan processing. 

Groups  Structures  

Name 
Group 

Weight  Name 
Structure 

Weight 
Tolerance 

criteria 
      

PTV  40%  PTV 100% V100% ≥ 0.95 
     COIN > 0.6 
      
Critical  50%  Brainstem 100% Dmax ≤ 54Gy 
      
Optics  7%  Chiasm 14.3% Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
   Left optical nerve  Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
   Right optical nerve  Dmax ≤ 55Gy 
   Left retina  Dmax ≤ 45Gy 
   Right retina  Dmax ≤ 45Gy 
   Left lens  Dmax ≤ 12Gy 
   Right lens  Dmax ≤ 12Gy 
      
Other  3%  Right cochlea 33.3% Dmean ≤ 45Gy 
   Left cochlea  Dmean ≤ 45Gy 
   Pituitary gland  Dmax ≤ 60Gy 
      

Dmax – maximum dose, Dmean – mean dose 

 
 

Table S6.2 - General wish-list defined for meningioma cases. 

Level  Priority  Structure  Type  Goal  Sufficient  Parameters 
             

Constraints             

    PTV  maximum   Dp,107%     

    Brainstem  maximum   54 Gy      

    Retinas  maximum   45 Gy      

    Optical nerves  maximum  55     

    Chiasm  maximum  55     

    Unspecified Tissue   maximum   Dp      

             

Objectives             

1  1  PTV  LTCP   1   0.5   Dp/0.95 Gy, α=0.75  

  2  Brainstem  maximum  f10DVH     

  3  Chiasm  maximum  f10DVH     

  4  Optical nerves  maximum   f10DVH     

  5  Retinas  maximum   f10DVH     

  6  Lens  gEUD   f10DVH    a=15 

  7  Ring1 PTVDp  maximum   Dp,85%     

  8  Ring2 PTVDp  maximum   Dp,70%     

  9  Ring3 PTVDp  maximum   Dp,55%     

             

2  10  Brainstem  mean  f10DVH       

  11  Chiasm  mean  f10DVH       

  12  Optical nerves  mean   f10DVH       

  13  Retinas  mean  f10DVH         

  14  Lens  gEUD   f10DVH      a=6   

  15  External ring  maximum  40%×Dp         

  16  Unspecified Tissue  mean   5 Gy         
             

Ring1 PTV - ring of 5 mm of thickness at 10 mm distance from PTV, Ring2 PTV - ring of 10 mm of thickness at 15 mm 
distance from PTV, Ring3 PTV - ring of 20 mm of thickness at 25 mm distance from PTV, External ring - ring of 20 mm 

thickness next to patient outer contour 
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Algorithm of Beam Angle Optimization 

 

Initialization 

 Set k≔0; 

 Choose initial points, one for each sub-region, xi
0, i=1,…,N; 

 Compute GPS(xi
0), i=1,…,N in parallel; 

 Set xi
*≔xi

0, i=1,…,N and GPSi
*
=GPS(xi

0), i=1,…,N; 

 Set Activei≔1, i=1,…,N, i.e. all sub-regions initially have active local searches; 

 Choose αi
0>0, i=1,…,N and αmin; 

 

Iteration 

1. Use a derivative-free algorithm to locally explore the sub-regions with active local searches; 

2. For sub-regions i with active local search do 

If GPS(x
i

k
)<GPS(xi

*) then 

  If xi
k is in sub-region 𝑖 then 

   xi
*≔xi

k; 

   GPSi
*
=GPS(xi

k); 

 Else 

  Activei≔0; 

  Determine sub-region j≠i where xi
k is; 

  If GPS(x
i

k
)<GPS(xj

*) then 

   xj
*≔xi

k; 

   GPSj
*
=GPS(xi

k); 

   Activej≔1; 

  Else 

   αi
k+1≔

αi
k

2
; 

   If αi
k+1<αmin then 

   Activei≔0; 

 

3. If there exist active sub-regions go to first step and set k≔k+1. 

 

 

 

(GPS – Global Plan Score; αmin – threshold value) 
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The present work had as main purpose to contribute to the implementation of automated plan 

optimization methods supported by tools for the assessment of the treatment plans quality. For the 

assessment of the quality of the treatment plans a new graphical evaluation tool, named 

SPIDERplan, was developed. It takes simultaneously into account the dosimetric properties of the 

plan and the clinical aims of the radiation oncologist. SPIDERplan combines a weighted score 

definition and a graphical representation, allowing the decision-maker in a glance to select the best 

plan out of a set of plans. This tool is independent of the optimization algorithm, the treatment 

technique or the treatment planning system. Still, a clinical validation per pathology is required before 

its introduction in clinical practice.  

SPIDERplan was successfully validated for nasal cavity and nasopharynx carcinomas. For the 

first pathology, a combinatorial weight approach was used. For the nasopharynx cases, different 

configurations of structures and weights were tested. SPIDERplan responses were compared 

against the choices of three radiation oncologists. For all configuration methods, SPIDERplan 

response was successfully linked with the ROs plan selections. Moreover, it was demonstrated that 

for the nasopharynx carcinomas, SPIDERplan evaluation presented an equivalent variability to that 

of the ROs and that any of the configuration options could be used without loss of accuracy. 

SPIDERplan was the base for the comparison of nasopharynx plans optimized with coplanar 

and non-coplanar beam angle optimization in Erasmus-iCycle. In this study two beam angle 

optimization algorithms were compared: one based on a combinatorial iterative approach and the 

other on a continuous exploration of the search space. Both algorithms presented on average IMRT 

plans with high quality dose distributions. This fact probably justified that no statistically significant 

differences were found between the quality of the plans produced by either. Specific patient cases 

analyses were performed to highlight the improvement of beam angle optimization over the 

equidistant beam angle solution, the importance of the non-coplanar beam geometries in the beam 

angle optimization process and the usefulness of beam angle optimization in the generation of plans 

with a smaller number of beams. 

SPIDERplan applicability was raised into another level in the non-coplanar beam angle 

optimization study carried out for intracranial tumours. Taking advantage from being able to choose 

a treatment plan according to the clinical preferences of the radiation oncologist, SPIDERplan was 

successfully incorporated in the optimization process for driving the beam angle optimization for 

meningioma cases. An arc trajectory algorithm based on the linear connection of the static beam 

anchor points defined by the beam angle optimization algorithms was proposed. For this case, a 

beam angle optimization algorithm able to spread the anchor points over the search space proved 

to ensure a smooth and feasible beam trajectory during treatment. Compared with plans with beam 

directions manually optimized by the planners, on average, no statistically significant improvements 

were obtained against the plans with beam angle and arc trajectory optimizations. Again, only a case-

by-case analysis demonstrated the potential benefits of directions/trajectories optimization. The 

inclusion of beam angle or arc trajectory optimization algorithms in a systematic and automatic way 

ensure a consistent generation of high-quality plans that should motivate the adoption of automated 

planning procedures with minimal dependence from the planner interaction. 

Fully personalized radiation therapy through on-line adaptive radiation therapy and machine 

learning techniques are totally dependent of fast plan automation techniques. The workflow and the 

professional roles in radiation therapy is changing to provide treatments with high and consistent 

quality adjusted to the patient daily condition. SPIDERplan can take place as an independent tool or 

part of an optimization framework for the quality assessment of the treatment plans or in the 

optimization guidance of inverse treatment planning algorithms. 
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A1. Evaluation of two arc trajectory optimization algorithms for intracranial tumours VMAT 

planning 
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A1.1 Purpose 

To assess and compare plan quality and deliverability of two arc trajectory optimization 

methods for VMAT planning of intracranial tumours. 

A1.2 Materials and Methods 

For this study, four cases were selected among a set of meningioma cases previously studied. 

The arc trajectory optimization followed a two-step approach, where dosimetric and geometric 

features were combined. In the first step, non-coplanar beam angle optimization was used to search 

for feasible anchor points of the arc trajectory. In the second step, the anchor points were linearly 

connected. Two beam angle optimization algorithms (B and i) were used to optimize 5 non-coplanar 

beams. Algorithm B belongs to the continuous search space class and uses a pattern search method 

to find the best possible beam angle ensemble. Algorithm i is based in a discrete iterative 

combinatorial approach. For the arc trajectory definition, it was considered that the gantry and the 

couch could move simultaneously and with different speeds. All fluence map optimizations were 

performed using an automated multicriterial optimization calculation engine (Erasmus-iCycle). Plan 

quality was evaluated through SPIDERplan score and the Paddick gradient index. The arc 

trajectories were qualitatively evaluated. 

A1.3 Results 

Both algorithms produced plans with high dose distribution quality. Moderate quality plan 

enhancements were presented by algorithm i, due to the higher level of sparing of the optical 

structures. Nevertheless, the gradient index was lower for algorithm B, which means it presents 

steeper dose falloffs outside the PTV and a lower dose received by the normal tissues. 

The two algorithms showed different arc trajectories (Figure A1.1). Algorithm B presented arc 

trajectories with higher gantry rotation amplitudes, covering almost all angles, and smooth couch 

displacements. In algorithm i, for patients #1 and #3, similar shape trajectories to algorithm B were 

generated. For patient #2 and #4, sharp couch rotations associated to reduced gantry amplitudes 

created winding arc trajectories that can compromise the treatment delivery and be very 

uncomfortable for the patient. 

A1.4 Conclusion 

The quality of the arc-based plans generated with algorithms B and i was very good with no 

significant differences between them. For algorithm B, the generated arc trajectories presented a 

regular pattern whereas for algorithm i the arc trajectory generation is irregular. In some cases, this 

should be well-considered before treatment plan approval. 
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Figure A1.1 - Arc trajectories of algorithms B and i for the selected patients. 


